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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with the development of an independent power source for modern low-power 
electronic applications. Since the traditional approach of powering small applications by means 
of primary or secondary batteries lowers the user comfort of using such a device due to the 
necessary periodical maintenance, the novel power source is using the energy harvesting ap
proach. This approach means that the energy is scavenged from the ambience of the powered 
application and converted into electricity in order to satisfy the power requirements of the new
est M E M S electrical devices. 

The target applications for the new energy harvesting device are seen in wearable and biomed
ical electronic devices. That places challenging requirements on the energy harvester, as it has 
to harvest sufficient energy from the ambience of human body, while fulfilling practical size 
and weight constraints. 

After the preliminary requirements setting and analyses of possible sources of energy a kinetic 
energy harvesting principle is selected to be employed. A series of measurements is then con
ducted to obtain and generalize the kinetic energy levels available in the human body during 
various activities. A novel design of kinetic energy harvester is then introduced and developed 
into the form of a functional prototype, on which the actual performance is evaluated. Aside 
from the actual new harvester design, the thesis introduces an original way of improving the 
power output of the inertial energy harvesters and provides statistical data and models for the 
human energy harvesting usability prediction. 
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ABSTRAKT 

Tato práce se zabývá vývojem nezávislého elektrického zdroje pro moderní nízkopříkonové 
elektrické aplikace. Protože tradiční řešení napájení drobných spotřebičů s využitím baterií či 
akumulátorů snižuje uživatelský komfort kvůli potřebě pravidelné údržby, navrhovaný zdroj 
využívá principu energy harvesting. Tento princip spočívá v získávání energie přímo z okolního 
prostředí napájené aplikace a její přeměně na energii elektrickou, která je dále využita pro na
pájení moderních M E M S (mikroelektromechanických) zařízení. 

Potenciální aplikací vyvíjeného zdroje je především moderní nositelná elektronika a biomedi-
cínské senzory. Tato oblast využití ovšem klade zvýšené nároky na parametry generátoru, který 
musí zajistit dostatečný generovaný výkon z energie, dostupné v okolí lidského těla, a to při 
zachování prakticky využitelné velikosti a hmotnosti. 

Po stanovení předběžných požadavků a provedení analýz vhodnosti dostupných zdrojů energie 
ke konverzi byla k využití vybrána kinetická energie lidských aktivit. Byla provedena série 
měření zrychlení na lidském těle, především v místě předpokládaného umístění generátoru, aby 
bylo možno analyzovat a generalizovat hodnoty energie dostupné ke konverzi v daném umís
tění. V návaznosti na tato měření a analýzy byl vyvinut inovativní kinetický energy harvester, 
který byl následně vyroben jako funkční vzorek. Tento vzorek byl pak testován v reálných pod
mínkách pro verifikaci simulačního modelu a vyhodnocení reálné použitelnosti takového zaří
zení. Kromě samotného vývoje generátoru je v práci popsán i originální způsob zvýšení gene
rovaného výkonu pro kinetické energy harvestery a jsou prezentována statistická data a modely 
pro predikci využitelnosti kinetických harvesterů pro získávání energie z lidské aktivity. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the last twenty years there have been attempts to replace the conventional power sources for 
low-power and ultra-low-power electronics by alternative means. One option of achieving an 
independent power supply is to exploit the so called energy harvesting principle (sometimes 
called also power harvesting or energy scavenging). This term refers to obtaining electrical 
energy from energy of another type, available in the ambience of the energy harvesting unit. 
The other types of energy include solar energy, energy of thermal gradient, mechanical energy 
or electromagnetic (RF) energy. Energy harvesting is targeted at small-scale power generation 
in range of up to miliwatts of average power. By this definition i.e. large solar power plants 
cannot be considered energy harvesting sources, even though they present an alternative power 
source utilizing the solar energy conversion. The range of potential applications for energy har
vesting devices is increasing with the dropping power consumption of modern electronic de
vices. Example applications, such as wireless sensors embedded in the difficult to access parts 
of technical systems in aerospace or civil engineering, or modern wearable and implanted health 
and monitoring sensors, display a growing tendency of using M E M S (microelectromechanical 
systems) technology, which is characterized by very low power requirements. 

In relation to recent advances in the development of modern biomedical implants, namely a 
new generation of cochlear implants [1], the question of feasibility of using an alternative en
ergy source for powering this implant or other wearable or biomedical M E M S application arose. 
Such a power source, based on the energy harvesting principle, would have to comply with 
challenging requirements regarding both its performance and dimensions in order not to com
promise the user comfort. For this purpose it is essential to identify the feasible source of energy 
for conversion available from the ambient environment. The ambient power source feasibility 
can be evaluated by its ability to provide sufficient amount of energy for conversion. This 
amount is however dependent on the foreseen application to be powered up. Good requirement 
specification is therefore needed for the evaluation of the perspective independent power source 
design. It also cannot be granted in advance that the ambient energy levels will be sufficient for 
powering the intended application. 

Equally important to the selection of ambient energy type is the conversion physical principle 
selection. Especially regarding the case of converting mechanical energy into electricity there 
are multiple conversion methods with different strengths and weaknesses. These unique points 
of particular transduction principles must be identified and the most advantageous principle 
must be selected in order to satisfy the application requirements. 

This work focuses on a feasibility analysis and development of an energy harvesting-based 
independent power source for M E M S applications in challenging environments, where low fre
quency and low magnitude mechanical excitation is available, and where size and weight con
straints are severely limiting the power source parameters. 
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2 MOTIVATION 

Dropping power requirements of modern low-power and ultra-low-power electronic applica
tions pave the way for research activities directed towards alternative power sources, which can 
in medium to long term horizon replace currently used conventional batteries. At the same time, 
the usage of biomedical sensors and the popularity of various wearable electronic gadgets 
shows an increasing trend. Furthermore, the concept of the internet of things, represented by a 
vast network of interconnected devices, is slowly making its way into the every-day life, mean
ing that even more small stand-alone electronic sensors and other devices will soon be used to 
monitor and enhance various aspects of human lives. 

Multiple modern electronic M E M S applications are already in the sub-miliwatt power con
sumption range, as can be seen in Table 1, showing the examples of modern biomedical elec
tronic devices with power requirements below 0.5 mW. Such power requirements can possibly 
be covered by theoretically inexhaustible alternative power sources, based on exploiting the 
unused energy in the proximity of the application. 

Table 1 Examples of low power MEMS biomedical devices 

Device Reference Reported power consumption 
Pacemaker [2] 8 uW 
Neural sensor [3] 10.5 uW 
Biomonitoring system [4] 100 uW 
Cochlear implant [1], [5] 150 uW-211 uW 
Blood Pressure Sensor [6] 300 uW 
Drug pump [7] 400 uW 

The main motivation for the development of such a source is then the impracticality of main
taining a large number of independent electronic applications, including the ones used for mon
itoring the health of people or enhancing their life experience. While wired power supply is not 
feasible for the smallest devices, which are commonly wireless by design, batteries offer only 
a limited lifetime, often shorter than the designed lifetime of the device. Finding a feasible, 
maintenance-free and preferably environmentally friendly inexhaustible power source for these 
applications is therefore one of the major problems that need to be satisfactorily solved before 
the larger scale adoption of wearable and biomedical M E M S applications can happen. 
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3 P R O B L E M D E F I N I T I O N 

3.1 FEASIBLE POWER SOURCE PROBLEM 

The current strategy of powering up the wearable and biomedical electronic devices by primary 
or secondary batteries bears the necessity of a regular maintenance. The batteries must be peri
odically changed or recharged, which might be an obstacle to increasing the user comfort of 
such electronics. In case of wearable electronics, the battery maintenance presents in most cases 
just a minor nuisance unless the device stops working due to lack of power in conditions, where 
it is being relied upon. However, for implanted electronic devices the need for maintenance due 
to battery change also means a need for additional surgery, putting more strain to the user of 
the implant. 

Possible solutions can be found in the field of energy harvesting. Exploiting the otherwise un
used energy in the ambience of the powered application could potentially ensure theoretically 
continuous and unconstrained function of the electronic devices. The challenge lies in the un
predictability and variance of the ambient energy levels in the human body and its close prox
imity. Harvesting power from sources that can potentially directly affect the health of the har
vester user (blood pressure, heart contractions) is deemed controversial and unsafe. Solar power 
could theoretically be utilized, but the power output of such energy source would vary signifi
cantly depending on the time and whereabouts of the user. Moreover, exploiting this technique 
brings necessity to have the harvester directly exposed to the light. Some publications also an
alyse use of thermoelectric generators for human power harvesting, but the results are not con
vincing. A possibility might lie in exploiting the energy of human motion. On one hand, this 
approach does not endanger the user's health. On the other hand, the power output of the elec
tromechanical energy harvester would depend on the activity levels of the user. While this 
might not be a problem for some wearable applications used e.g. for sport activity tracking, in 
biomedical sensors it could be a disadvantage, as some potential user target groups might not 
be very physically active. Furthermore, if the harvester is supposed to power up the electrical 
application 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, it needs to be able to harvest sufficient energy from 
the limited period of time, when its user is being physically active. In addition to that, the size 
and weight of the device must not be too high, in order not to affect the user comfort. For this 
reason it is necessary to analyse the available levels of energy for conversion, and verify, 
whether the energy harvesting-based power source can ensure the required performance with 
most of the perspective users. 

3.2 THESIS GOALS 

Thanks to intended placement of the independent power source -energy harvester- in the prox
imity of the powered application, therefore on/in the human body, there are three types of en
ergy that are theoretically available for conversion: mechanical energy, solar energy a thermal 
gradient. Despite the challenges listed in the chapter above, the mechanical energy conversion 
still presents the least invasive technique of powering up small electrical applications. Moreo
ver, this type of energy has high potential for every-day use, as the amounts of available me
chanical energy are directly influenced by the user's behaviour, which can be adjusted to certain 
extent. Further work will therefore deal solely with the electromechanical energy harvesting 
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from human behaviour and its feasibility for powering wearable and biomedical M E M S elec
tronic devices. 

The main goals of this dissertation are twofold. Firstly, an analysis of available mechanical 
energy in the environment of the human body will be performed and a feasibility study of an 
electromechanical energy harvester placed on the human body will be conducted. The least 
favourable placement, represented by the human head, will be investigated as the worst-case 
scenario. For this, the acceleration in the area of human head will be measured on multiple 
testing specimen. This data will be used for statistical processing and to draw general conclu
sions regarding the feasibility of development of an electromechanical energy harvester for hu
man power harvesting. In order to improve the harvester performance, a method that could 
potentially increase the amount of harvested power will be presented. 

Based on the results of the initial analyses, a perspective electromechanical energy conversion 
method will be chosen and a new design of the electromechanical energy harvester for wearable 
and biomedical M E M S applications will be introduced. The second goal is therefore to design, 
optimize, manufacture and verify the prototype of electromechanical energy harvester for hu
man power harvesting both in laboratory and in real life conditions. Even though the harvester 
is intended to be used for ultralow-power M E M S applications, due to expected low available 
energy levels the design of the harvester will have to properly utilize the advantages of selected 
energy conversion method and supress its weaknesses in order to comply with the expected 
requirements. 
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4 S T A T E - O F - T H E - A R T 

4.1 ELECTROMECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION 

The energy harvesting power sources utilizing mechanical energy follow the same physical 
principles as any other electromechanical energy transducers, be it sensors or generators. How
ever, energy harvesting devices utilize the so-called free energy from the environment, which, 
if extracted without consideration, might have a negative impact on the host structure or even 
on the powered up application. Therefore, unlike the case of sensors, where the energy extracted 
to obtain the signal is negligible, or in generators, where the energy is fed with the sole intention 
of energy conversion, in energy harvesting devices the amount of energy extracted from the 
environment and the effect of the energy extraction on the host system must be considered, not 
to compromise the host system functional characteristics. The available methods of converting 
the mechanical energy into electricity are following: 

4.1.1 Piezoelectric effect 
The piezoelectric effect has been experimentally discovered in tourmaline and quartz crystals 
by Curie brothers in 1880. It was found, that certain materials exhibit an electric polarization 
when subjected to mechanical stress. This polarization is linearly dependent on the mechanical 
load. This effect and its inverse counterpart - deformation of the piezoelectric material when 
under the influence of electric field - is currently being exploited in sensors and actuators, but 
also for the purposes of energy harvesting [8]. 

The piezoelectric effect is rooted in the fundamental structure of a crystalline network. Certain 
crystalline structures have a charge balance with polarization, which must be oriented in one 
direction to produce piezoelectric behaviour of the material. The linear piezoelectric effect is 
expressed by a set of two constitutive equations [9], which can be written in the following form: 

Tp — Cpq • Sq — • Ek (1) 
Di = eiq • Sq + efk • Ek (2) 

Where Tp is the stress component, Cpq is the elastic stiffness constant at the constant electric 
field, Sq is the mechanical strain component, epk is the piezoelectric constant, Ek is the electric 
field component, Dt is the electric displacement component, efk is the permittivity component 
for constant strain and indices i, k, p, q refer to different directions within the material coordi
nate system. 

The aforementioned equations can also be expressed in alternative forms, derived by equivalent 
modifications in order to express different variable than in the original form [8]. 

There are two operation modes of the piezoelectric material, exploitable for energy harvesting 
[10]: mode 33 and mode 31, as shown in Figure 1. In both these modes the external force is 
applied only in one direction, which is a common assumption in the energy harvesting devices. 
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Figure 1 Piezoelectric conversion working modes: 33 (left) and 31 (right) 

The electric displacement, electric field and the voltage on the electrodes are aligned along the 
polarization direction 3 in both modes 33 and 31. In the mode 33 (compressive mode) the vec
tors of mechanical stress and strain follow the same direction 3, along which the voltage is 
recovered. In mode 31 (transverse mode) the force is applied in direction 1, perpendicular to 
the direction of the recovered voltage. 

Most contemporary piezoelectric energy harvester designs rely on a cantilevered beam with a 
proof tip mass fixed to its free end in unimorph or bimorph configuration, working in the mode 
31 [11]. For maximizing the generated power, it is crucial for the piezoelectric layer working 
in transverse mode to be as far as possible from the neutral axis. It can be also found analytically 
and experimentally [12], that the piezoelectric layer should be covering only the part of the 
cantilever with highest deformation, namely the first 2/3 of its length, counting from the fixation 
line. 

Other designs [13] exploit the compression mode 33 by using interdigitated electrodes on a 
cantilever beam or by stacking the piezoelectric layers on top of each other [14] and electrically 
connecting them either in series or in parallel. 

Aside the mentioned basic designs, more complicated harvesters can include arrays of beams, 
double clamped beams or membranes for harvesting electromechanical energy in various exci
tation conditions. 

Disadvantages of the piezoelectric materials include high frequency dependent inner impedance 
and rather fast degradation of the current piezoelectric materials properties [15]. 

4.1.2 Electromagnetic induction 
The phenomenon known as electromagnetic induction was discovered in 1831 by Michael Far
aday, who found that a variation of the magnetic field in time can generate an electric field. 
This is applicable whether the magnetic field itself changes, or the conductor is moved through 
it. Aside for the applications in motors and generators, the electromagnetic induction is being 
exploited by electrodynamic energy harvesters. These harvesters, exploiting the Faraday's law 
of induction for generating electromotoric force (emf) on a pickup coil placed in a time-varying 
magnetic field (Figure 2), are essentially miniaturized versions of rotary or linear generators 
with a rotor moving either in line or along a circular segment path [16], [17]. Connecting an 
electrical load to the coil ports then causes a current to flow, generating electrical energy. The 
required change of the magnetic field is usually provided by a relative movement of permanent 
magnet(s) with respect to the coil. Either the permanent magnet or the coil is fixed to the sta
tionary frame of the harvester, while the other part is attached to the inertial mass. The voltage 
(emf) induced across the coil is calculated by the well-known formula: 
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dip 
emf = — — = — N —— 

at at 
(3) 

where iV is the number of coil turns and O is total magnetic flux through the coil area. Electro
magnetic generators are characterised by rather high output current level at the expenses of low 
voltages. Downside of this principle can be seen in using permanent magnets, leading to bulky 
device designs and limited scalability of such harvesters towards microstructures. 

Figure 2 Electromagnetic induction principle 

4.1.3 Electrostatic conversion 
The principle of electrostatic energy conversion lies in exploiting a capacitor with a variable 
capacitance. The two electrodes of the capacitor, separated by air, vacuum or any dielectric 
material, move with respect to each other due to mechanical excitation. That leads to a change 
either in the overlapping active surface of the electrodes, or their distance from each other, 
causing a variation in the capacitance [18]. The electrostatic harvesters can be divided into two 
main groups: electret-free devices and electret-based devices. The difference between the two 
groups lies in the use (or lack) of the electret material between the electrodes, which eliminates 
the need for priming voltage to provide the initial energy for conversion. 

The electret-free devices are passive structures, the function of which requires additional elec
trical energy to be added in order to convert mechanical energy into electricity. The most com
mon working cycles (Figure 3) employed are the voltage-constrained cycle and the charge-
constrained cycle. A correct synchronization of the energy extraction with capacitance variation 
is necessary in order to exploit the relative movement of the electrodes for generating electric
ity. 
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Figure 3 Electrostatic conversion working cycles 

The total amount of energy converted per cycle for charge-constrained cycle is equal to: 

_ 1 2 1 1 
E(2=cst ~ ^ Qcstij. T. ) (4) 

^ ^min '-max 

and for voltage constrained cycle to: 

1 
Eu=cst — ~^Ucst(.Cmax ~ ^min) 

The electret-based devices (Figure 4) are in principle similar to electret-free harvesters. The 
main difference is that a layer of electret material is added to one or both electrodes, thus po
larizing it. Therefore, these devices, much like in piezoelectric materials do not rely on initial 
electrical energy, as the structure deformation directly induces an output voltage. 

Figure 4 Electrostatic harvester using electret layer 

The electrostatic conversion principle is used mainly in M E M S sensors, actuators, and energy 
harvesters. The common topologies of the harvesters include in-plane or out-of-plane convert
ers with variable overlap of the electrodes or variable air gap. Commonly, interdigitated comb 
structures are used to maximize the electrode surface [19]. 

4.1.4 Magnetostriction 
In magnetostrictive materials a mechanical strain will occur when they are subjected to a 
magnetic field in addition to strain originated from applied mechanical loading. This is known 
as a magnetostrictive, or Joule effect. Due to the inversion of this effect, known as 
magnetoelastic effect, Villari effect or just inverse magnetostrictive effect, the magnetization 
of these materials also changes with the variation of applied mechanical stresses in addition to 
the changes caused by the variance of the externally applied magnetic field. 
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The functional dependencies of strain and magnetic flux density can be described by 
mathematical functions: 

e = £(<7, H) 
B = B(a,H) 

(6) 
(7) 

where, 8, o, H and B are the strain, the stress, the applied magnetic field strength, and the 
magnetic flux density respectively. 

The most important mode of operation of magnetostrictive materials is the longitudal mode 33 
[20]. Linearizing the differential response of strain and magnetization to obtain the 
magnetomechanical coupling for this mode leads to the following set of equations: 

e = SHa + d33H 
B = d*33a + naH 

(8) 
(9) 

Where SH = — = - 7 7 , EH is the Young's modulus at constant applied magnetic field 
9a\H=const EH & ^ 6 

ds 
strength, d33 = — is the magnetostrictive strain derivative (linear coupling coefficient 

"H\a=const 
dB 

for mode 33), d33 = — is the parameter of magnetomechanical effect for the same 
d<J\H=const 

dB 
mode, and \ia = — is the magnetic permeability at a constant stress [20]. 

"H\cr=const 
Original shape 

Magnetostrictive material 

Solenoid coil 

77777777 

Figure 5 Principle of a Villari effect 

Both magnetostrictive and magnetoelastic effects can be exploited in energy harvesting. For the 
direct conversion of the energy from mechanical to electrical, the magnetoelastic principle can 
be employed (Figure 5), utilizing a solenoid coil [21]. The change of the magnetic field caused 
by subjecting a magnetostrictive material to a mechanical stress induces voltage across the coil 
in the same manner as in electromagnetic energy harvesters [22]. The difference between the 
two then lies in the mechanism of magnetic field time variation. 

Energy harvesting devices exploiting the direct magnetostrictive (Joule) effect consist of a sand
wich of magnetostrictive and piezoelectric layers, and one or more permanent magnets. The 
change of external magnetic field caused by a relative movement between a permanent magnet 
and the magnetostrictive - piezoelectric materials sandwich causes a deformation of the mag
netostrictive layer, which in turn subjects the piezoelectric layer to mechanical stress, generat
ing voltage on electrodes through piezoelectric conversion principle. 
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4.1.5 Triboelectric effect 
Triboelectricity has been known to humankind since antiquity, being considered mostly a neg
ative effect that needs to be prevented. The principle of this effect lies in a contact-induced 
charge transfer, when one material becomes electrically charged after being contacted through 
friction by another material. Different materials are able to either lose or accept electrons in 
different amounts. 

The amount of the transferred charge Aqc is given by the product of the potential difference Vc 

and the capacitance between the two bodies at the critical separation distance where the charge 
transfer is cut off Co: 

Aqc = C0VC (10) 

The materials can be arranged by their relative polarity in an order known as triboelectric series 
[23]. The main obstacle for broader use of triboelectricity aside for Wimshurst machines or Van 
de Graaf generators was until recently seen in the limited fundamental understanding of the 
effect. However, recent advances in this field lead to a new type of energy transducer being 
used in electromechanical energy harvesting: triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG). 

The theoretical and experimental analysis of this type of energy harvesters is described by many 
researches as can be seen from publications [24], [25], and is currently gaining increasing at
tention worldwide. 

Triboelectric nanogenerators have demonstrated clear advantages, including high output volt
ages, energy-conversion efficiency, abundant choices of materials, good scalability and flexi
bility [26]. Following different modes of TENG (Figure 6) are currently being used: vertical 
contact separation mode [27], [28], lateral sliding mode [29], [30], sliding or contact freestand
ing triboelectric-layer modes [31], [32], and single-electrode mode [33], [34]. 

< > 

Metal 

Metal 

a) 
A 

Metal 

Dielectric 

Metal 

c) 

Dielect 
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d) e) 
Metal 

Metal 

Metal Metal 

Figure 6 Different working modes of TENG: a) vertical contact separation mode, b) lateral sliding mode, 
c) sliding freestanding triboelectric-layer structure, d) single-electrode contact structure, e) contact free

standing triboelectric-layer structure 
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4.2 EXCITATION OF ELECTROMECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTERS 

Mechanical energy enters the energy conversion process in a form of excitation force or torque, 
acting on the harvester moving parts. This excitation can be classified according to different 
parameters. Knowing the excitation characteristics is a vital point for efficient design of the 
electromechanical energy harvester. For this reason a proper analysis of conditions in the per
spective harvester placement is necessary. The classification of the mechanical excitation can 
be done taking into account following factors: 

4.2.1 Excitation application point 

4.2.1.1 Direct excitation (strain, displacement) 
The excitation force is applied directly to the moving part of the harvester containing the energy 
transducer (Figure 7). Most energy harvesters exploiting the direct excitation use step or im
pulse excitation of the transducer. Typical examples include the harvester integrated into the 
shoe soles [35], or into the smart textiles [36], exploiting the deformation of the fabric. Further
more, the intended implantable harvesters exploiting the deformations of the ear canal [37] or 
arteries [38] employ this excitation type. The dynamics of an example system with one degree 
of freedom, directly excited by force F is described by 

mq + bq + kq = F (11) 

where m is the mass, b is the damping, and k is the stiffness. Direct excitation of the transducer 
is also used in harvesters with the frequency up-conversion mechanisms [39]. Even though this 
type of harvesters can in principle contain the inertial proof mass, the transducer itself obtains 
the input mechanical energy through direct force interaction between the proof mass and the 
oscillator with transducer. 

A specific case of the direct excitation can be seen in exploiting the turbulences in the flow of 
a liquid, caused by an appropriately shaped blunt body placed into the flow of a certain speed 
to excite e.g. piezoelectric flag-type of energy harvester [40, 41]. 

F(t) 

Figure 7 Directly excited system 

4.2.1.2 Inertial excitation (acceleration) 
Inertial energy harvesters [42] make use of an oscillating proof mass, attached to the frame of 
the harvester through one or more stiffness elements. The oscillation of the proof mass with the 
energy transducer is then excited by inertial forces caused by the movements of the harvester's 
frame (Figure 8). The motion of such system is described by equation 

Energy transducer 

Flexible beam 
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mq + bq + kq = — žm (12) 

where z denotes the acceleration of the frame. Inertial harvesters are often designed to exploit 
the resonance effect in order to accumulate the mechanical energy in the oscillator with the goal 
of increasing the power output. 

Energy transducer 

Flexible beam 

Figure 8 Inertially excited system 

4.2.2 Excitation characteristic 

4.2.2.1 Periodic vibration excitation 

4.2.2.1.1 Harmonic excitation 
The most commonly assumed excitation especially for inertial energy harvesters is the sinusoi
dal excitation force or acceleration with a constant frequency [43]. This ideal excitation with a 
single constant frequency and magnitude is however rarely present in real-world conditions. 

4.2.2.1.2 Non-harmonic periodic excitation 
Non-sinusoidal excitation waveforms that still comply with the requirement of periodicity are 
common in the energy harvesting applications. Their frequency spectra contain multiple com
ponents, which can be exploited for the energy harvester resonance tuning in case of employing 
the resonant mechanism [42]. In some real technical systems however, the frequencies of the 
excitation can be time dependent. This puts additional challenges on the harvester design, so 
that it can work in broader frequency band. 

4.2.2.2 Random vibration excitation 
Some electromechanical energy harvesters are being designed for applications, where no stable 
or predictable source of excitation is available [44]. If the excitation waveform cannot be pre
dicted, it is called random excitation. An example of such excitation can be seen in earthquakes 
or air vibrations caused by human speech. Analysis of such an excitation requires use of statis
tical and probabilistic methods. 

4.2.2.3 Impact excitation 
A special case of energy harvester excitation are mechanical shocks or impacts [45]. An impact 
taking a form of a single ideal ô impulse has a flat frequency spectrum, and as such it will excite 
the harvester on its natural frequency no matter its tuning. Real impact impulses with finite 
height and non-zero width however contain discrete frequency components, the magnitudes and 
frequencies of which are related to the shape of the pulse. An example of impact-based harvester 
is the device designed for harvesting the energy of rain drops [46]. 
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4.2.3 By excitation direction 
Exploitable excitation in most technical systems is multidirectional. Electromechanical energy 
harvesters however are often designed as 1 degree of freedom devices, harvesting from one-
dimensional motion, as these designs allow for potentially higher electromechanical coupling. 

4.2.3.1 One-dimensional excitation 
The vector of the excitation changes only its length with time, but remains oriented along a 
single line in space. This is the best case scenario for unidirectional harvesters employing a 
linear motion mechanism. That covers both directly excited piezoelectric stacks, and many in-
ertial harvesters. 

4.2.3.2 Two-dimensional excitation 
If the excitation vector changes its direction with time, but remains within one plane, the exci
tation is called two-dimensional. Such excitation can be exploited by harvesters with multiple 
degrees of freedom. In specific cases, rotary or pendulum harvesters might also benefit from 
this type of excitation. 

4.2.3.3 Three-dimensional excitation 
Three-dimensional excitation is represented by a force or acceleration vector that changes its 
orientation with time in 3D space. Such excitation is common in real systems, and can even be 
the result of multiple sources of excitation acting on the harvester (such as multiple independent 
electric motors as sources of vibrations in one technical system). Ensuring sufficient electro
mechanical coupling in all three dimensions is challenging [47], so a proper orientation of the 
harvester with fewer working dimensions in these conditions is vital to maximize its power 
output. 

4.3 ELECTROMECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTER CLASSIFICATION 

Electromechanical harvesters cover a variety of different devices, utilizing various functional 
principles to convert the mechanical energy into electricity. This chapter introduces some of 
the possible classification criteria, meant to categorise the electromechanical energy harvesters 
according to their similarity in some aspect. This will help with the performance comparison, 
where dissimilarities in the designs and functional principles can play an important role in their 
resulting overall performance, depending on the metric selected for comparison. The presented 
list of classification criteria is not exhaustive. Other aspects, such as device aspect ratio, pres
ence of housing, total device weight, working frequency range or output voltage range might 
be used for classification purposes as well. 

4.3.1 Energy extraction principle 
Electromechanical energy harvesters employ a range of design principles in order to extract and 
convert the mechanical energy into electricity. Aside of the choice of the energy transduction 
physical principle, the design options include using a mechanical resonator, which works as a 
mechanical energy accumulation element and amplifies the displacement amplitude of the har
vester when excited close to the resonant frequency. The electromechanical harvesters therefore 
can be classified by the type of resonator used, or its absence: 
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4.3.1.1 Non-resonant devices 
Electromechanical energy harvesters that are not designed to utilize the resonance amplification 
effect are mostly pulse-excited or strain-based devices exploiting the direct deformation of the 
transducer, caused by the advantageous placement of the harvester on the host structure. The 
design of these devices can be fairly simple, as they completely omit the mechanical oscillator. 
Non-resonant harvesters [48] also do not affect the dynamic behaviour of the host structure as 
significantly as the resonant devices. 

4.3.1.2 Direct resonators 
Many harvesters employ a mechanical oscillator, connected to the frame of the harvester, and 
therefore also to the host structure through a stiffness element. By an appropriate tuning of the 
stiffness constant and the seismic mass weight the natural frequency of the oscillator can be 
tuned to match a frequency of an exploitable component present in the excitation spectrum [49]. 
This leads to the resonance amplification of the seismic mass displacement, accumulating more 
mechanical energy in the oscillator and increasing the power output of the harvester. The seis
mic mass weight of the energy must be negligible compared to the weight of the hosting struc
ture, as its oscillation introduces a dynamic feedback into the structure. This effect is however 
being exploited in oscillation dampers, where the oscillations of the host structure on given 
frequency are supressed by the function of an accordingly tuned additional oscillator. 

4.3.1.3 Parametric resonators 
Parametric resonators provide another interesting option to the direct resonance mechanism 
commonly used in resonant-based vibration energy harvesting. A parametric resonator (Figure 
9) exploits a time dependent modulation of some of the system parameters (stiffness, damping, 
or moment of inertia) at a frequency equal to twice the natural frequency of the system [50]. 
Parametric excitation of the system is usually orthogonal to the plane of the oscillator move
ment. Since the amplitude of oscillation of the system in parametric resonance does not saturate 
due to linear damping, a system driven into parametric resonance can reach over an order of 
magnitude higher power output than the same system working in direct resonance [51]. How
ever, the parametric resonance requires a threshold excitation for the activation of the effect. 
For this reason, an auto-parametric harvesters combining the direct and parametric resonance 
effects were introduced [52]. 

<p(t); <p0 * 0 

Figure 9 Parametrically excited pendulum 
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4.3.2 Stiffness linearity 

4.3.2.1 Linear stiffness 
Many inertial harvesters are designed assuming linear properties of the stiffness [53]. Even 
though in reality this might not be entirely true in the whole range of the possible harvester 
seismic mass displacements (e.g. due to displacement limiters, magnetic springs etc.), the linear 
approximation of the real device allows for convenient and easy modelling and analysis of the 
device performance, exploiting e.g. the superposition principle for output power predictions. 

4.3.2.2 Nonlinear stiffness 
In some applications it is desirable to exploit a nonlinearity in the stiffness in order to increase 
the bandwidth of resonant harvesters, making it able to cope with the variations in the excitation 
frequency due to skewing of the amplitude-frequency characteristics [54]. However, the non-
linearity in the stiffness can trigger the system to behave chaotically under certain excitation 
conditions. 

4.3.3 Type of movement 
With respect to the motion of the internal parts of the device, the electromechanical energy 
harvesters can be split into three categories: 

4.3.3.1 Linear trajectory 
Devices with the linear motion of the internal element [55] fall within this category. Many 
vibration energy harvesters with linear trajectory and large displacements employ nonlinear 
magnetic stiffness elements [56]. Some cantilevered harvesters can be included in this category 
as well due to their very small displacements that can be approximated by a straight line. 

4.3.3.2 Circular trajectory 
Pendulum type harvesters and miniaturized conventional generators exploit oscillatory or con
tinuous movement of the internal parts along a circular or circular segment trajectory [57]. 
While some devices allow for continuous rotation, others have maximum displacement limita
tion. Circular trajectory allows for compact devices, especially with low natural frequencies. 

4.3.3.3 Other 
Few electromechanical energy harvesters exploit an internal trajectory that cannot be described 
by the previous two types. This category includes the harvester design with free mass moving 
inside a spherical cavity [58] or piezoelectric cantilever harvesters with large displacements. 

4.3.4 Number of DOF 
Energy harvesters can be categorised into two main categories according to the number of DOF 
they utilise: 

4.3.4.1 Single degree of freedom 
Devices, which can capture and transduce vibrations or deformation into electricity in a single 
working direction [59]. This group contains both harvesters with linear trajectory of the proof 
mass and pendulum-type harvesters. The dynamics of these harvesters can be described by a 
single second order differential equation. 
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4.3.4.2 Multiple degrees of freedom 
Electromechanical energy harvesters containing more than one proof mass [60], or a single 
proof mass that moves in multiple directions [61] fall into this category. Multiple degrees of 
freedom are exploited either to harvest energy from multi-directional excitation, or to extend 
the bandwidth of the device by using more proof masses with different natural frequency tuning 
(Figure 10). Arrays of cantilevered harvesters or frequency up-conversion mechanisms fall into 
this category. 

Figure 10 Different implementations of systems 2 degrees of freedom 

4.4 ELECTROMECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTERS MODELLING 

There are two common approaches used for modelling and analysis of the electromechanical 
energy harvesting devices. Depending on the preferences, experience and compatibility with 
models of other interconnected systems (power management and storage, host structure) the 
following modelling techniques are employed: 

4.4.1 Equations of motion 
The electromechanical energy harvesters can generally be seen as spring-mass-damper me
chanical systems with one (Figure 11) or more degrees of freedom. 

0(t) 

//////// 

Figure 11 Spring mass damper system with one degree of freedom 

The dynamics of such systems can be fully described using the energy-based approach, exploit
ing Lagrange equations of the second kind as shown here for an inertially excited system: 

d IdEk

s dEi, dEh dErt dA 
+ + • dt\dqjj dqj dq} dqj dqj = -Qj (13) 
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Where j=l...nin generalized coordinates q;- denotes each of n degrees of freedom of the device. 
Ek,Eb, and Ek denote the kinetic, dissipative and stiffness energy of the system, respectively. 
A is the mechanical work and Qj stands for the generalized excitation force. Each degree of 
freedom then adds one differential equation of motion to the set. Depending on the design of 
the device, the equations might be coupled. This approach is the most commonly used method 
for modelling kinetic energy harvesters [62], [63]. 

4.4.2 Exploiting mechanical-electrical analogy 
Another option is to exploit the analogy between Kirchhoff s laws and Newton's laws. Mapping 
the mechanical variables to electrical ones allows characterizing the whole system in the elec
trical domain [64]. This can be advantageous especially if the power management electronics 
and energy storage is being analysed together with the harvester design [65]. 

There are two widely used mappings (Figure 12) of mechanical variables to electrical ones: 
impedance analogy (force onto voltage) [66], and rotational analogy (force onto current) [67]. 

i(t)=q(t) 

u(t)=F(t) I m b 1/k 

Impedance analogy 

i(t)=F(t)\(s^) m ̂  1/b 1/k 
u(t)=q(t) 

Rotational analogy 

Figure 12 Two different possible mappings, exploiting mechanical-electrical analogy 

The analogous differential equations for the equation of motion, impedance analogy and rota
tional analogy, respectively, assuming a system with one degree of freedom are: 

mq + bq + kq = F 
di I f 

L— + Ri + — i dt = it 
dt C J 
du 1 I f 

C —— H—it + - udt = t 
dt R Lj 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The analogous elements used in these equations are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 Analogous elements for different mechanical-electrical mappings 

Mechanical property 
Electrical property 

Mechanical property 
Impedance analogy Rotational analogy 

Force F Voltage u Current i 
Velocity Ř Current i Voltage u 
Mass m Inductance L Capacitance C 
Damping b Resistance R Conductance 1/R 
Compliance 1/k Capacitance C Inductance L 
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4.5 ELECTROMECHANICAL HARVESTERS PERFORMANCE 

4.5.1 Basic performance considerations 
Teams developing inertial energy harvesters for various applications publish the parameters of 
their devices with very variable degree of detail, so the comparison of different designs is not 
straightforward. 

Aside for difficulties in objectively and generally comparing designs with different working 
principles, there are some aspects that need to be taken into account before commencing the 
performance comparison. First, it should be noted that the performance of the energy harvesting 
device will vary significantly with the electrical load. Most of the papers publish simulation 
and test results with resistive load of optimal value for given conditions. Some other publica
tions however present complex energy harvesting solutions including power management elec
tronics consisting of combination of elements, including semiconductors, inductors and capac
itors. Such electronics may further enhance (or degrade, if badly designed) the performance of 
the harvester and the results obtained while using it are not directly comparable to simple resis
tive loads. It should therefore be clear, whether the performance of the energy harvesting device 
only, or the performance of the whole energy harvesting solution (including power management 
and storage) is being evaluated. 

Another point is the suitability of the harvester for given application conditions. While the per
formance metric can suggest that the energy harvesting device will perform sufficiently in the 
selected application, some practical consideration should be taken into account as well. These 
include predicted lifetime, possible variance in the excitation and the ability of the harvester to 
cope with it without user action, size of the device and the dynamic feedback it might introduce 
to the host system etc. 

The following chapter summarizes different metrics introduced by the energy harvesting re
search community for possible comparison of different electromechanical devices. 

4.5.2 Metrics 
Multiple different metrics for the purposes of benchmarking the overall performance of energy 
harvesters were introduced in literature over the years [VI8]: 

Roundy [68] defined a metric, called the effectiveness of the harvester, taking into account the 
electromechanical coupling coefficient, the quality factor, the ratio of the actual harvester den
sity to the baseline density, and the ratio of the transmission coefficient of the transduction 
mechanism to the maximum transduction coefficient. 

A different approach taken by Beeby et al. [59] lies in calculating the normalized power density 
(NPD), where the output power of the harvester is divided by the square of acceleration mag
nitude and by the volume of the harvester. This approach is feasible only for devices working 
in resonance and does not take into account the operation frequency range of the device. 

Mitcheson et al. [69] proposes the so called Volumetric Figure of Merit (FoMv) derived as a 
ratio of useful power output to theoretical maximum power obtainable by a device with the 
same total volume and a gold proof mass occupying half of the total available volume. The 
other half is left for the proof mass displacement. This approach does not take into account the 
bandwidth of the harvester and devices with flatter frequency response but broader bandwidth 
are penalized, even though the broader operation frequency range might be advantageous in 
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some applications. Mitcheson therefore proposed a modification of his original volume FoMv, 
multiplying the FoMv by fractional ldB bandwidth, in contrast with commonly used 3dB. 

Another way of defining a figure of merit is presented by Sebald et al. [70], who proposes using 
the maximum obtainable power divided by the square of input acceleration magnitude and mul
tiplied by the bandwidth. This version of FoM however does not take into consideration the 
size of the device, so comparing devices of different volumes is difficult. 

Najafi et al. [71] uses a FoM defined as a modification of normalized power density, where the 
NPD is multiplied by the ldB bandwidth of the harvester. That makes this metric useful for 
comparing harvesters operating at similar frequencies, as it does not use the fractional band
width. 

A more recent paper, published by Ruan et al. [72], proposes a metric similar to the one of 
Najafi, utilizing the normalized power density, multiplied by the inverse of the harvester's Q 
factor. By definition, the Q factor corresponds to the fraction of 3dB bandwidth and resonance 
frequency. This makes the way Ruan's approach compensates for flatter but wider frequency 
responses of some harvesters similar to Mitcheson's modification of FoM, just with the 3dB 
instead of ldB fractional bandwidth being considered. 

An interesting metric, mainly for nonlinear harvesters, is proposed by Mallick et al. [73]. In
stead of relying on normalized power density calculated as a function of maximum harvested 
power, he proposes calculating a power integral in the whole frequency range, and calculate the 
normalized power integral density (NPID) instead. 

Different from other definitions of figure of merit, Arroyo et al. [74] proposes using a normal
ized power defined as a ratio of real output power and theoretical limit power to evaluate the 
harvester performance. The power normalization uses three key parameters of a generic har
vester: the coupling factor, the losses coefficient and the mechanical quality factor. 

Similarly, Balato et al. [75] presents the Harvester Ideal Utilization Factor (HIUF). This metric 
quantifies how close to the optimum is the harvester electrically loaded, taking into account 
also the diode bridge rectifiers used for power conditioning. 

While other FoM definitions focus on the harvesters themselves and their comparison, the nor
malized power approach and the HIUF serve as tools for assessing how close to its optimal 
point is a particular harvester working given its parameters. 

The summary of used metrics is presented in Table 3. Variables used by different authors were 
unified to give better possibility of direct comparison of their metrics. It should be noted that 
some authors take into consideration the volume of the harvester as reported, regardless of 
whether or not the volume reported includes necessary free space for the displacement of the 
proof mass. Other authors explicitly state that the volume needs to be defined as the total space 
occupied by the harvester during its operation. In many cases though, depending on the data 
published for each devices, the values reported include also the space for displacement of the 
proof mass. 
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Table 3 Metrics used for evaluating kinetic energy harvester performance 

Reference Metric Expression Input variables 

S. Roundy [68] 
Efectiveness 
(e) e = ( W ( P ) ( / ) 

W ^Amax' 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

S. P. Beeby et 
al. [59] 

Normalized Power 
Density 
(NPD) 

P 
NPD =^-

A2V 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

P. D. Mitcheson 
et al. [69] 

Volumetric Figure of 
Merit 
(FoMv) 

FoMv = P

 4 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

P. D. Mitcheson 
et al. [69] Bandwidth Figure of 

Merit 
(FOMBW) 

FoMBW = FoMv  

Cü 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

G. Sebald et al. 
[70] 

Figure of Merit 
(FOM) 

FOM = P L I M
7 - H ~ K 

V fo 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

K . Najafi et al. 
[71] 

Figure of Merit 
(FoM) 

P 
FoM = • Af 

A0

2V 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

J.J. Ruan et al. 
[72] 

Figure of Merit 
(FOM) 

P 1 
FOM = —0  

A0

2VX Q 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

D. Mallick et al. 
[73] 

Normalized Power 
Integral Density 
(NPID) 

Pf 

NPID = —£-
A0

2V 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

E. Arroyo et al. 
[74] 

Normalized Power 
& 

P 
E- = P~ 

rlim 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 

M . Balato et al. 
[75] 

Harvester Ideal Util i
zation Factor (HIUF) 

HIUF((jü) 

Pmax(A0,Cü)-P(A0,ü)) 

Pmax(.A()' ^0 

A0 harmonic excitation accel
eration magnitude 

P useful power output 
Pf power integral over fre

quency 
P ; j m obtainable power limit 
Pmax maximum obtainable 

power with given excita
tion frequency 

Q quality factor 
V reported total volume of 

the harvester 
Vj volume of the harvester 

including the displace
ment 

Y0 harmonic excitation dis
placement magnitude 

/ 0 frequency where the max
imum power is harvested 

f12 half-power cut-off fre
quencies 

Af bandwidth 
A: coupling coefficient 
X transmission coefficient of 

the transduction mecha
nism 

Xmax maximum transmission 
coefficient 

p actual density 
p 0 baseline material density 
pAu density of gold 
a) harmonic excitation angu

lar frequency 
8o)ldB ldB bandwidth 
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4.6 C U R R E N T EH DESIGNS FOR WEARABLE AND BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

There are multiple electromechanical energy harvesters, designed for low frequency environ
ments with potential use in wearable or biomedical applications. An overview of these designs 
is provided here. For direct performance comparison the Normalized Power Density (NPD, see 
4.5.2) metric was selected, as the amount of information provided by authors of respective de
vices does not allow for using more complex performance metrics. The comparison (Table 4) 
is therefore quite rough, but it gives reader an idea of the capabilities of such devices. 

Table 4 Comparison of competing kinetic energy harvesters performance 

Year Refer
ence 

Transducer 

Volume 
[cm3] or 

Dimensions 
[mm] 

Frequency 
[Hz] 

Acceleration 
[gl 

Power 
output 
[uW] 

NPD 
[u\V/cm3/g2] 

1998 [76] electromagnetic 23.5 cm 3 2 0.3 400 189 
2008 [77] electromagnetic 017x55 mm 2 0.5 300 96 
2009 [78] electrostatic 20x45x? mm 2 0.4 40 ? 

2009 [79] piezoelectric 25 cm 3 1 
? (180° device 
rotation) 

47 ? 

2010 [80] electromagnetic 
54x46x15 
mm 9.25 0.5 550 59 

2012 [81] piezoelectric 125 cm 3 2 0.3 2100 187 

2012 [82] electromagnetic 
34x34x18 
mm 

8 0.5 430 83 

2013 [83] piezoelectric 
90x40x24 
mm 

2 
? (walking, 
ankle place
ment) 

51 ? 

2013 [84] electromagnetic 0 12x80 mm 6 0.5 4840 2140 

2015 [85] electromagnetic 
30x10x40 
mm 

1.88 0.2 71 148 

Some of the presented devices were tested on various placements on human subjects while 
walking, the published results therefore give a fair idea of expectable performance in the real-
life conditions. The reported power outputs vary between 40 and 4840 L IW . Confirming the 
intuitive expectations, the higher power outputs are reached by devices with higher working 
frequencies (which might however be less suitable for human power harvesting) and with larger 
volumes. Using the NPD to account for the size of the device and for the magnitude of the 
excitation, the reported devices reach values between 59 and 2140 LtW/cm 3/g 2 in cases, where 
the data provided allows for calculation of NPD. It needs to be noted however, that NPD metrics 
does not take into the account the excitation frequency and thus devices with higher working 
frequencies might be in advantage here. 
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5 CHOSEN METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
PROBLEM SOLUTION 

Based on the goal definition and on the current state-of-art review, it was decided to further 
investigate the feasibility of an inertial electromechanical energy harvester, based on the elec
tromagnetic energy conversion principle. This principle allows fairly straightforward imple
mentation for low frequency devices, which will be beneficial for harvesting energy from hu
man activities, where low excitation frequencies can be expected. Furthermore it is character
ized by low inner impedance of the transducer, which can be beneficial for future power man
agement electronics design [V10]. The downside of the selected principle lies in rather low 
induced voltage, making the pick-up coil design a crucial part of the development to ensure 
usable voltage levels. 

In the first step the preliminary analysis supporting or challenging the feasibility of selected 
energy conversion method needs to be performed. Real-life acceleration measured on a limited 
number of testing human subjects is to be used as energy inputs to the simulation model. The 
model parameters are obtained from C A D and F E M software, with the main design parameters 
decided by the physical constrains placed on the harvester with respect to its maximum weight 
and dimensions. Furthermore, the basic application requirements are set. 

Next, an algorithm exploiting a principal component analysis of the acceleration is developed 
to process the future measurement data. Its purpose is to find the principal direction of acceler
ation on selected frequency, allowing for finding the most feasible orientation of the kinetic 
energy harvester working axis or plane in given application. A secondary purpose of the algo
rithm is to correct possible misalignments of the accelerometer during measurements to miti
gate a possible source of bias in the statistical analysis. 

Following the results of the first analysis, a larger scale acceleration measurements are con
ducted to find the statistical properties of the acceleration in the human head area. The data is 
processed to ensure its homogeneity and employed to model the acceleration on the head of the 
harvester user population in order to find the theoretical power output limits of a linear kinetic 
energy harvester device. 

Based on the results of the statistical analysis a feasibility of development of an actual kinetic 
energy harvester design is evaluated, and the modelling and simulation phase of the harvester 
development process is commenced. The design is drafted and optimized utilizing iterative sim
ulation modelling together with C A D and F E M simulations. An optimization algorithm for the 
pick-up coil design is developed during this phase to maximize the electromechanical coupling. 
Promising results of the model allow for taking a further step, represented by an in-house man
ufacture of the prototype and its testing in the laboratory. 

Further tests are then conducted in the real-life conditions, where the overall performance of 
the novel harvester design and its feasibility to power up wearable or biomedical M E M S appli
cations is evaluated during different activities and in various placements on the human body. 

Each major task in the presented problem solving methodology is covered by one or more pa
pers published in impacted journals or international conference proceedings. 
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6 PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 

The feasibility analysis represents the first step in the development of the new energy harvester 
for powering up biomedical and wearable M E M S applications. 

The example application to be powered up by the developed kinetic energy harvester is repre
sented by a cochlear implant of new generation. Its power requirements of approximately 150 
uW of average continuous power are used to define the lowest expected power output of the 
harvester, which would ensure function of the M E M S implant only during the harvester user 
activity [V15]. 

Acceleration during different user activities was monitored to determine the feasibility of dif
ferent motions for excitation of the inertial energy harvester located in the head area, close to 
the cochlear implant. It was found, that most activities except for walking or jogging do not 
provide stable and exploitable levels of acceleration for the purposes of kinetic energy harvest
ing. 

In order to calculate the energy necessary to supply the power to the cochlear implant for 16 
hours a day, a ten months-long measurement of exploitable daily user activity was conducted. 
The results indicate, that average person in the productive years with semi-active life style 
spends only about 52 minutes a day walking, which is an activity, that can be used to harvest 
the energy from. The harvester would therefore have to provide 2.77 mW of average power 
during the assumed 52 minutes of user daily walking time, to completely satisfy the require
ments of the selected application. Furthermore, this calculation does not cover the inevitable 
energy losses in the power management electronics and storage, which are necessary elements 
of the energy harvesting solution. 

To get more precise results from further analyses, acceleration in the head area of five different 
users was measured during walking at natural and fast speeds. This data was then fed as an 
input to the harvester model. The multidisciplinary model [VI1] was based on a virtual proto
type of the harvester [V3] with one degree of freedom and nonlinear mechanical springs. The 
size, mass and magnetic circuit parameters of the model were obtained from F E M and C A D 
simulations. 

A sensitivity analysis using both harmonic and real-life excitation was performed with the goal 
of improving the critical parameters of the model to obtain higher power output while keeping 
the harvester main dimensions and displacement limits. Improved model was then fed with the 
measured data and the harvested power on load was observed and recorded. 

The results showed large variance between different users, indicating a need for larger meas
urement set and for determination of the user parameters, affecting the harvester power output. 
Final values of average harvested power on 6.6 kQ resistive load reached between 61 uW and 
238 uW during normal walking patterns, and between 100 uW and 478 uW during fast walking 
of the measured subjects. 

The preliminary analysis was published in Microsystem Technologies journal and is included 
in the thesis as Annex A l . 
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7 SIGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHM 

During the initial measurements and analyses the question of ensuring the same orientation and 
alignment of the wireless accelerometer on different subjects during further planned measure
ments arose. Furthermore, it was found, that energy harvesting literature does not thoroughly 
consider the problem of the accelerometer or harvester orientation during measurements. As 
most of the inertial energy harvesters are devices with one degree of freedom and a single linear 
working axis, their correct orientation on the host system is crucial in order to maximize the 
power output. 

An algorithm utilizing the principal component analysis of the acceleration measured in three 
orthogonal axes was therefore developed to solve these issues. After taking care of the uniform 
sampling rate of the data, the FFT is calculated. Since the measured acceleration waveforms 
usually contain multiple frequency components, the frequency component of interest is identi
fied. Other frequency components are filtered out in order not to affect the further analysis. 

The filtered data in time domain is then subjected to principal component analysis, which iden
tifies the three orthogonal directions, along which the principal components of the acceleration 
are located (Figure 13). That means that the highest magnitude of acceleration on selected fre
quency of interest is located along the first principal axis, while the smallest magnitude will be 
found along the third axis. It needs to be noted, that different frequency components of the 
acceleration may also have different principal axes depending on the source of the vibrations, 
so the obtained principal axes might not be aligned with the principal axes of the unfiltered 
dataset. 

Av x [g] Av x |g] 

Figure 13 Original (left) and filtered (right) measured data in Cartesian space 

A set of correction rotation angles denoting pitch, yaw and roll rotations necessary to align the 
measurement axes of the accelerometer with the found principal axes is calculated in the last 
step. The correction angles can then be employed to increase the power output of the kinetic 
energy harvester simply by rotating the working axis of the harvester with respect to originally 
measured directions [V4] (Figure 14). 

The described method can also be used to ensure the uniform alignment of the accelerometer 
while measuring acceleration while walking for different people. This can be done by adopting 
an assumption that the principal components of the dominant acceleration peaks will be found 
along the same directions normal to the lateral, transversal and sagittal plane of the human body 
for all the people. 
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This correction therefore uses either static gravity acceleration or other common dominant ac
celeration component to rotate the data reference frame in such a way so that all processed 
datasets have the same orientation of the coordinate systems, regardless of the original orienta
tion of the accelerometer during the measurements. 

Av K. [g] 

Figure 14 Acceleration data in Cartesian space after alignment of principal components with the coordi
nate system axes 

This algorithm was published by the author of the thesis in Mechanical Systems and Signal 
Processing journal and is attached in the thesis as Annex A2. 
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8 ACCELERATION MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES 

The acceleration measurements and processing were split into two parts. The first phase (Annex 
A3) served for comparison of different wireless accelerometer fixation styles and to identify 
the possible measurement subjects' parameters that could be affecting the measured data. 30 
different testing subjects were measured while walking at natural speeds on smooth and level 
path. The basic parameters of the subjects, such as age, weight, height and sole thickness of 
shoes they were wearing during the measurements, were recorded. Measured acceleration was 
analysed in the frequency domain, where frequencies and magnitudes of dominant acceleration 
peaks in different measurement axes were compared for different sensor fixation styles and then 
against the recorded user parameters. 

Calculating the correlation coefficients between the recorded frequencies and magnitudes of 
first dominant acceleration peak in the axis with highest dominant acceleration magnitude in
dicated, that the recorded acceleration is not linearly dependent on any of the recorded param
eters with one possible exception, as correlation coefficient between magnitude of the dominant 
acceleration peak and the sole thickness reaches the value of 0.4. 

To obtain an approximate range of theoretically harvestable power from this measured popula
tion, a simple linear model of a kinetic energy harvester was employed, assuming resonance 
operation, exploiting the dominant frequency with highest magnitude in each dataset. 

Since the first phase of the measurements have not shown a correlation between subjects' pa
rameters and measured frequencies and magnitudes, an alternative statistics-based approach 
was investigated during the second phase of signal acquisition and analysis (Annex A4). Two 
more sets of measurements were obtained, one of them by measuring a single testing subject 
multiple times, the other one measuring multiple subjects, each of them once. A l l the measure
ments were again conducted while the subjects were walking on flat level path at their respec
tive natural speeds. 

Then the data was treated using algorithm introduced in chapter 7, dynamically parsed into ten 
intervals in frequency domain, and finally reduced to ten frequency, magnitude and initial phase 
data triplets in each of the three orthogonal axes. 

Before commencing the statistical analysis, the calculated rotation angles to align the coordinate 
system's axes with the principal axes of the dominant frequency component of the measured 
acceleration were observed. The distribution of the angles support the claim, that the principal 
axes of the acceleration during walking are parallel to the normals to the transverse, coronal 
and sagittal planes of the human body. 

In the next step it was investigated, whether the frequency components found in the parsed 
frequency intervals are harmonic frequencies to the dominant frequency in each axis, and if the 
dominant frequencies in different axes are correlated. Both of this suggestions were supported 
by the calculated linear correlation coefficients, indicating a relationship both between the first 
dominant frequency and other frequency components in each axis, and between the dominant 
frequencies in different axes. 

In the statistical processing part of the work, it was investigated whether the measured sample 
data in both datasets, each measurement reduced to ten frequency-magnitude-initial phase tri
plets, follow naturally assumed normal distribution. Sample mean and covariance were used to 
estimate the mean vector and covariance matrix of the measured data. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
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test with null hypothesis that the sample comes from the normal distribution with the estimated 
parameters was then used to test, whether the assumption of normal distribution of variables is 
valid. A two sampled K-S test was employed to check if the measured and random number 
simulation data come from the same distribution. This approach was then validated by repeated 
sub-sampling validation. The results of statistical processing revealed, that normal distributions 
can be assumed for all three of frequency, magnitude and initial phase parameters of each meas
urement. The measured dataset is therefore completely described by a normal distribution with 
obtained mean vector and covariance matrix. These two variables were then used to generate a 
statistical model of a large simulated population of walking subjects. 

Developed statistical models were employed for harvested power predictions. A linear harvester 
model with a single degree of freedom was used for the predictions in order to exploit the su
perposition principle for all modelled frequency components along the working axis. 

The predictions evaluate the optimal harvester parameters, namely the working frequency and 
quality factor combination, which will yield the highest median power output for the whole 
model population of 10000 samples. It was also investigated, which working axes provide suf
ficient levels of acceleration. It was found that while directions parallel to normals to sagittal 
and transverse planes contain acceleration levels suitable for generation of exploitable electrical 
energy, modelled acceleration frequency spectra along the normal to coronal plane offer only 
very low levels of harvestable energy and can therefore be neglected in further simulations. It 
was also found, that the normal to sagittal plane of the human body generally contains two 
potentially exploitable frequencies. 

Complementary cumulative distribution functions were calculated for previously determined 
advantageous harvester natural frequency and quality factor configurations to find the lowest 
specific power, reachable by given percentage of the modelled user population. These simula
tions represent the worst-case scenario, where a linear harvester with given set of parameters 
would generate at least the indicated specific power per gram of its proof mass weight for given 
percentage of the population. 

Even though the simulations clearly show the high potential of employing a low-frequency 
device for harvesting the human power, its actual design might suffer from technological and 
spatial constraints, making the actual usability of very low frequency harvester potentially lim
ited due to e.g. large proof mass displacements, associated with low excitation frequencies. 

The kinetic energy harvester for frequencies associated with human behaviour must overcome 
these challenges either by employing a nonlinear stiffness solution, or by a novel design, where 
the large displacements are not an issue [V2]. 

These analyses were published in Mechatronika 2016 international conference proceedings 
(Annex A3). The second phase analyses are submitted for publication and currently in review 
process in Smart Materials and Structures journal (Annex A4) 
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9 KINETIC ENERGY HARVESTER DESIGN, OPTIMIZATION AND 
FABRICATION 

The previous analyses and studies indicated the feasibility of using the electromechanical en
ergy harvesting principle for powering up M E M S electronic wearable or biomedical devices. 
This chapter deals with development of the kinetic energy harvester, which would be usable for 
harvesting human power while complying with the size and weight requirements. The target 
application for the harvester remains the aforementioned cochlear implant, even though the 
design may be universal enough to be used also for other applications with similar excitation 
characteristics. 

The presented harvester design (Annex A5) is based on so-called Tusi couple, which is a math
ematical device proposed in 13 t h century by a Persian mathematician Nasir al-Din al-Tusi. The 
basic point of the device lies in exploiting a rolling motion of a circle inside a larger circle. The 
points on the radius of the smaller circle generally travel along hypocycloidal paths. However, 
if the ratio of the circles' diameters is 2:1, as in this mechanism, the hypocycloids blend with 
straight lines denoting the diameter of the larger circle. 

This principle is used in the novel inertial energy harvester design, as it allows for advantageous 
placement of the energy transducer element. Every point of the smaller circle passes through 
the centre of the large circle twice during one full revolution. Placing magnets along the diam
eter of the small circle, and a pick-up coil above the centre of the large circle would mean a 
possibility of a constant engagement of the coil during the small circle movement. 

This configuration was exploited in the novel low frequency kinetic energy harvester design 
with one degree of freedom, which utilizes the unlimited displacement of the proof mass and 
nonlinear behaviour of the pendulum-type harvester, together with springless design and com
pact dimensions. Furthermore, due to the nature of the proof mass movement, this design is 
capable of harvesting vibrations in one working plane, as opposed to conventional designs 
working with a single vibrations direction. An iterative principle was employed to obtain the 
final variant of the device, featuring 12 permanent magnets, and two coils fixed to the lids of 
the harvester (Figure 15). 

Figure 15 First (left) and final (right) version of the energy harvester design 

The equation of motion governing the harvester behaviour is derived as: 
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hotai'q - O + (Ď* + b*m)q + mgr • sin (-^— q) 
r r yi i) 

= -mr [zx • cos(——q) + žy • siní——q)J 

where ltotai is the total moment of inertia with respect to the instantaneous point of contact of 
the rolling element and the frame, b*e and b*m are generalized electrical and mechanical damp
ing, respectively, m is the weight of the proof mass, g is gravity acceleration constant, r and R 
denote radiuses of the proof mass and the frame cavity, respectively, zx and zy are frame ac
celeration components in the two orthogonal axes in the working plane of the harvester and q 
is the generalized coordinate. 

The properties of the magnetic circuit have direct effect to the energy conversion effectiveness. 
It was therefore decided to optimize the pick-up coil dimensions of the final design in order to 
maximize the electromechanical coupling coefficient (Annex A6). 

A greedy search algorithm was employed to expand the coil in the direction of the highest 
increment of magnetic flux change, one turn per iteration. The algorithm stops when the cost 
function, defined as power on load of a linearized model of the energy harvester, reaches its 
maximum. The coil configurations were tested for different load resistances to compare the 
differences the obtained optimal coil configurations. Dimensions (height, inner and outer diam
eter) of the coil were then implemented into the full simulation model of the harvester. 

Simulated performance of the prototype showed promising results (Annex A5), so it was de
cided to manufacture and test a functional up-scaled prototype of the device. The prototype 
(Figure 16) was made using conventional manufacturing technology, with manually wound 
coreless copper coil. Testing of the prototype was performed on a linear drive, using wireless 
accelerometer to record the excitation waveforms. 

Figure 16 Packaging of the second prototype of the developed harvester 

The measurements showed very good agreement with the model (Figure 17) and promising 
performance in context of evaluating the usability of this harvester for wearable or biomedical 
applications. Comparison of the performance using normalised power density metric shows, 
that this design is more than competitive in the field of low-frequency kinetic energy harvesters. 
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Figure 17 Fit of the simulated data with the experiment 

The strengths, drawbacks and possible improvements of the design are outlined in the publica
tion, together with introduction of the possibility of using another energy transduction principle 
for this design. 

However, the laboratory tests are not deemed sufficient to evaluate the harvester performance 
in real-life conditions. For that reason it was decided to perform an additional series of meas
urements. 

The design, modelling, optimization and testing of the harvester was published in Mechanical 
Systems and Signal Processing journal (Annex A5), and in Mechatronics 2017 international 
conference proceedings (Annex A6). 
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10 ENERGY HARVESTER EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

The additional set of measurements was obtained using a single test subject, measuring the 
power on load, delivered by the harvester prototype placed in one of four different locations on 
the human body during various defined activities. Head, belt, wrist and ankle were selected as 
feasible placements of the harvester for testing. Most of the works published by other researches 
use one or more of these particular fixation points, making this selection convenient for possible 
direct comparison with other designs. 

The activities, recorded by NI-9234 data acquisition card and Slam Stick wireless datalogger 
(Figure 18), common for all harvester placements included walking at natural speed, running, 
climbing and descending the stairs, and jumping. Other location specific activities, chosen for 
high expected generated powers were also tried. These included jumping jacks, violent shak
ing of head or limbs or different walking patterns. 

Figure 18 Measurement setup 

The recorded measurements confirmed great variance in the output power depending both on 
the activity performed and on the placement of the harvester. The average power on load varied 
between 6 uW and 6.5 mW, the lower of which was harvested during nodding with the harvester 
fixed on the head. The higher value was recorded while the harvester was attached to the ankle 
of violently shaking leg. 

These results indicate two main points. First, the harvester is capable of delivering sufficient 
power output to directly power up some of the wearable or biomedical applications. Depending 
on the activity level of the potential harvester user, harvester placement, and application re
quirements, this device might be able to cover even a daily power consumption of an electronic 
M E M S device by accumulating the energy harvested during the user active time. Second, the 
current design will mostly not be able to provide enough energy to power up the originally 
assumed cochlear implant. The head area of the user is the least feasible location for kinetic 
energy harvesting purposes, which shows also in the measurement results. However, the overall 
usability of the device for other wearable and biomedical M E M S applications was confirmed. 

The results of these measurements are submitted to Vetomac X I V international conference, 
with the accepted final version of the paper being currently in press (Annex A7). 
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11 T H E S I S C O N T R I B U T I O N S 

11.1 SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION 

The research works on the topic of this doctoral thesis and relevant analysis resulted in author
ing and co-authoring 17 papers and one book chapter. 7 of these are directly related to the thesis, 
and the remaining 10 are further advancing the energy harvesting field through spin-off re
search, exploiting the methodology, analyses or partial results from the main research topic. 
Out of the 17 papers 5 are published in impacted journals, 1 is currently in the review process 
in an impacted journal, 10 are published in international conference proceedings and the last 
one is accepted for publication in proceedings of another international conference. 

There are multiple important specific contributions to the field of energy harvesting from low 
frequency environments: first, the excitation acceleration signal processing method using prin
cipal component analysis, which can potentially bring a significant performance improvement 
of a kinetic energy harvester without changing its design. Second important contribution is the 
statistical model of acceleration in the area of a human head during walking, which can be 
further exploited in human power energy harvester design. Statistical approach is still rather 
uncommon in the energy harvesting field, and the models can provide an invaluable information 
for future research. Third significant contribution lies in the novel low-frequency kinetic energy 
harvester design. The presented design preserves some advantages of pendulum-type harvest
ers, such as unlimited travel path length and springless design, while allowing for more efficient 
placement of the energy transducer in the device, saving both space, weight and reducing the 
inner impedance of the harvester. 

11.2 EDUCATIONAL CONTRIBUTION 

The educational contribution of this doctoral thesis is supported by the two bachelor's thesis 
topics that were offered for elaboration. Out of the two topics, one was defended successfully 
in year 2016. One of the student's measurements were used as inputs for analysis found in the 
publication A3, resulting in the student co-authoring the conference paper. Furthermore, mas
ter's level course RAE-"Energy Harvesting" benefitted from the research activities conducted 
within the scope of this work. Students of this course also contributed to data gathering, used 
for statistical acceleration data processing in publication [VI]. 

11.3 ENGINEERING CONTRIBUTION 

The engineering contribution of author's research activities related to the doctoral thesis is seen 
mainly in the valid utility model no.2017-34005 and pending national patent application for the 
design of the developed energy harvesting power source. 

Analyses and device development related to human power harvesting were also conducted dur
ing an industrial cooperation with Huawei, where a feasibility of a piezoelectric harvester for 
enhancing the battery life of smart watches was investigated. 

Furthermore, a UK-based firm Passive Eye, Ltd. recently expressed an interest in the device, 
leading to the agreement on testing the device as a possible power source for their wireless asset 
monitoring tags. A prototype of the energy harvester is currently undergoing testing in the U K 
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in the Passive Eye laboratories. The firm has also voiced their interest regarding a further co
operation with Brno University of Technology in case of satisfying harvester performance in 
given application. 

The field relevant knowledge of energy harvesting systems development was further utilized 
during the work on H2020 Shift2Rail Etalon project, where the author was responsible for the 
completion of a deliverable focused on trackside energy harvesting systems survey and anal
yses. 
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12 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis deals with the feasibility study and the development of an energy harvesting power 
source for M E M S applications, with the special focus on wearable and biomedical electronic 
devices. After considering the available energy sources in the ambience of a human body, an 
electromechanical inertial energy harvester was selected as a potentially feasible solution for 
the defined problem situation of current unavailability of maintenance-free power source for 
wearable electronics. 

The initial feasibility study was performed utilizing data from a ten months-long single person 
measurements and from five short-term measurements of different testing subjects. Promising 
results of the study, indicating that a useful power in the range of tens to hundreds of microwatts 
can be generated by a potentially implantable kinetic energy harvester model based on electro
magnetic induction physical principle, showed the feasibility of the selected approach. 

A signal processing method based on the principal component analysis of the excitation accel
eration was then introduced. Its use lies either in improving the power output of inertial energy 
harvesters by alignment of their working axis with a first principal axis of the selected acceler
ation frequency component, or in a correction (realignment by rotation) of the measurement 
data to prevent measurement bias caused by misalignment of the sensor on the different meas
ured specimen during the measurements. 

Multiple sets of acceleration measurements were obtained and the data was processed to deter
mine the properties of the acceleration obtainable from human activities, such as walking. Sta
tistical models of acceleration in the human head area during walking were then developed in 
order to predict the limits of inertially excited energy harvester performance, placed in this 
location. It was observed that the parameters of the acceleration frequency components follow 
normal distributions, which can be exploited in the modelling and simulations of large harvester 
user populations. The simulation results further confirmed the usability of inertial energy har
vester for ultra-low-power applications in the head area, so a novel concept of one degree of 
freedom kinetic energy harvester was introduced to exploit the observed acceleration wave
forms from two orthogonal directions at the same time. 

The development process was conducted with the intention of integrating the harvester as close 
to the powered up application as possible. Parameters and working directions of the harvester 
were designed utilizing the knowledge obtained from the statistical analyses and modelling. An 
original design of the harvester based on Tusi-couple mechanism was presented and its dynam
ics derived for modelling purposes. Strongly nonlinear softening characteristics of this har
vester together with its unlimited circular trajectory are beneficial for applications with very 
low frequency of excitation acceleration and multidimensional excitation, such as human power 
harvesting. Comparison of the simulated results of an experimentally verified model with other 
low frequency harvester designs shows superiority of the novel design with respect both to the 
power output and to the normalized power density performance metric. 

The testing of the prototype on the various locations on human body during different recorded 
activities showed good potential of the device for powering some of the ultra-low power sen
sors. The highest average power on load of 6.5 mW was recorded while the harvester was fixed 
on the ankle of a violently shaking leg. The average power obtained from walking by the har
vester fixed on the human head, with the working plane normal to the direction of walking 
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reached up to 56 uW. Same activity, but harvester placement on the ankle resulted in 1.4 mW 
of average power on load, harvested through the duration of walking. 

Aside for the focus on the human power harvesting, the harvester design attracted considerable 
attention within the energy harvesting industry, and over the time of writing this thesis one 
prototype is being evaluated by a UK-based company, which uses energy harvesting devices 
for powering up the wireless tags for asset monitoring. 

This work presents methodology, models and physical product, which can be further developed 
and improved by good engineering practices. The outputs of this research are deemed to have 
a significant potential for larger scale utilization in the near future both in wearable and other 
industrial applications. 
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Abstract This paper is focused on determining a suitabil
ity of using a kinetic energy harvester placed in the area 
of the human head for supplying power to a new genera
tion of cochlear implants. Placement-dependant volumetric 
and mass constraints of the harvester are discussed, and 
the requirements for its power output are set based on the 
power demands on the state-of-the-art cochlear implants. 
Measured acceleration data for different activities are pre
sented together with a statistics of a random user behav
iour during the course of 10 months. Nonlinear simulation 
model based on C A D geometry and F E M analyses is devel
oped and its parameters are optimized using the sensitivity 
analysis in order to generate the maximum power. Real life 
acceleration data are then employed to feed the input of the 
simulation model of energy harvester to predict the obtain
able power output. The feasibility of employing the energy 
harvesting to power the selected biomedical application is 
discussed based on simulation results. 

1 Introduction 

The basic idea of energy harvesting is based on convert
ing some type of available energy from the ambience of the 
harvester into usable electric energy. For at least 20 years 
energy harvesting has been investigated as a possible 
source of power for wireless applications (Starner 1996), 
that would be for one reason or another difficult to connect 

3 Jan Smilek 
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1 Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Brno University 
of Technology, Technická 2896/2, 616 69 Brno, Czech 
Republic 

to the power grid. These include wireless sensor nodes in 
industrial structural or health monitoring systems (Aktakka 
and Najafi 2014), aerospace (Hadas et al. 2014) or trans
portation (Yoon et al. 2013). Other applications include 
wearable electronics and gadgets (Dai and Liu 2012) and 
also biomedical sensors and actuators (Chen et al. 2010). 
Available power is a crucial limiting factor for independent 
devices, and most of the mentioned applications rely on the 
battery as a primary source of power. Energy harvesting, if 
implemented, serves as a secondary power source meant 
to extend the service life until the next battery replace
ment or recharge. With the ongoing miniaturization of the 
electronic devices, their increasing power efficiency and 
decreasing power consumption however, the energy har
vesters could serve as the primary power source for some 
ultra-low power applications. 

The progress of electronic devices miniaturization has 
also allowed a significant increase in the utilization of 
advanced electronic medical devices for monitoring and 
assisting in treatment of various physiological conditions. 
These devices, be it pacemakers, drug pumps, cochlear 
implants, or other sensors, are currently limited by the una
vailability of an independent and battery-less power source, 
that would ensure their reliable function. The issue of sat
isfying the power demands of biomedical applications by 
energy harvesting from human body was addressed in mul
tiple papers over time, e.g. (Romero et al. 2010; Rasouli 
and Phee 2010; Sudano et al. 2011; Yun et al. 2011; Cadei 
et al. 2014), providing an observable trend of decreasing 
power demands of the new devices (Table 1). 

Energy harvesting represents a promising opportunity 
for a development of an autonomous power source to sup
ply the new generation of low-power biomedical devices. 
Human body stores vast amounts of energy, needed for its 
function. For more than a decade there have been reported 
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Table 1 Evolution of the biomedical applications power consump
tion (Rasouli and Phee 2010; Cadei et al. 2014) 

Device Power consumption Power consumption 
(2010) (2014) (uW) 

Cochlear implant 200 uW 145 

Neurostimulator 1-100 m W 50 

Pacemaker <100uW 8 

attempts to scavenge and exploit human power in order to 
power up various applications. 

Aside for energy harvesters utilizing a thermal gra
dient between human body and ambient environment 
(Lay-Ekuakille et al. 2009; Leonov et al. 2011; Kim et al. 
2014), most of the reported devices exploit mechanical 
energy. Mechanical energy can be scavenged either directly 
from the movements of the heart, lungs and diaphragm 
(Dagdeviren et al. 2014), from the deformation of the arter
ies (Pfenniger et al. 2013), from the impacts during walking 
(Wei et al. 2013), or indirectly with the use of an inertial 
proof mass (Chapman et al. 2008). The energy harvesters 
exploiting human power are being developed for various 
intended placement locations, depending on their applica
tion. Harvester size thus range from large scale devices, 
such as knee braces (Li et al. 2009) or knee (Almouahed 
et al. 2011) and hip (Morais et al. 2011) prostheses, back
packs (Granstrom et al. 2007) and shoe inserts (Zhu et al. 
2013), to miniature M E M S harvesters, designed to power 
up implanted biomedical sensors (Beker et al. 2013). 

Possible ways of converting mechanical energy to elec
tricity include electromagnetic induction, piezoelectric 
effect, electrostatic conversion and triboelectric effect. 

Exploiting the piezoelectric effect is common for small 
scale harvesters, as it allows for easy integration with 
M E M S technologies. When subjected to mechanical strain, 
materials with piezoelectric property exhibit polarization. 
That can be utilized to collect energy from human move
ment. The published designs range from optimized single 
linear (Benasciutti et al. 2009) or non-linear (Wickenheiser 
2011) oscillating cantilevers to M E M S devices relying on 
direct deformation (Delnavaz and Voix 2014). Impact based 
devices generating electric energy from random mechani
cal shocks have also been investigated (Renaud et al. 2009; 
Pillatsch et al. 2012). 

Electromagnetic energy harvesters, based on Faraday's 
law of electromagnetic induction, are employed mainly in 
larger-scale applications, as the necessity to use permanent 
magnets and coils with sufficient number of turns result in 
bulky configuration. Electromagnetic energy harvesters are 
usually designed to work in a narrow bandwidth around 
resonant frequency, but in order to increase the exploit
able excitation frequency range the nonlinear (Khan et al. 

2014a), wideband (Patel and Khamesee 2013), or para
metric frequency-increased (Galchev et al. 2011) harvest
ers were also designed. Some designs also employ a hybrid 
energy conversion approach, utilizing both piezoelectric 
and electromagnetic conversion (Li et al. 2013). 

Electrostatic energy harvesters utilize a variable distance 
or overlap of the electrodes, caused by the mechanical exci
tation. As this principle does not require use of any smart 
materials, it is widely used for M E M S energy harvesters 
with potential use for harvesting power from human move
ment (Naruse et al. 2009). A major downside of exploiting 
this energy conversion principle is the need for a priming 
voltage source to provide the initial potential difference 
between the electrodes. Most of the designs also require a 
mechanical stops to limit the movement of the proof mass. 
Aside of resonance-based harvester, a self-synchronous 
non-resonant electrostatic M E M S energy harvester was 
introduced (Miao et al. 2006). 

Recently published progress in characterization of the 
well-known triboelectric effect has led to a rapid develop
ment of triboelectric nanogenerators. Possible applications 
for this new type of energy harvesters lies also in sensing or 
harvesting the energy from the human body motion (Wang 
2013). 

This paper focuses on assessing a kinetic energy har
vester placed in the head area of the user. For this reason, 
a different behavioural patterns of perspective users have to 
be taken into account. A paper by (Goll et al. 2011), deal
ing with the levels of harvestable energy in the human head 
area during different activities concludes, that up to 7 mW 
of power could be harvested in the most optimistic sce
nario. However, as stated, this result is highly dependent on 
the size of the harvester, and also on the user behaviour. 

2 Measurements 

The acceleration available in the area of human head dur
ing different activities was measured in order to obtain real-
life excitation waveforms for the intended kinetic energy 
harvester. 

Initial measurements for determining the range of 
recorded actions and obtaining preliminary results were 
conducted utilizing a three-axis accelerometer with a data 
acquisition card and SignalExpress software from NI to 
capture the data. Due to the inconvenience of using a wired 
measurement setup, further measurements were done using 
three-axis MIDE Slam Stick vibration data logger with the 
set sampling rate of 3200 Hz. The acceleration limits of all 
three axes measurements are ± 1 5 g. The data logger was 
fixed to the head of test subjects with a tight rubber band 
in such a way, that the measurement axes corresponded 
with fore-aft, lateral and vertical axis of the human skull 
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Fig. 1 Vibration measurement setup 

(Fig. 1). Acceleration readings were recorded for 100 s dur
ing each measurement. 

In order to cover a broader range of possible excitation 
patterns, the original plan covered following actions to be 
measured on test users: fast walk; walk at natural pace; 
working by the desk while being seated; and random move
ments during chatting while standing. However, the ini
tial measurements revealed that while walking at arbitrary 
speed provides a periodic excitation with exploitable mag
nitudes and dominant frequencies, working by the desk and 
random movements provide random vibrations with very 
low magnitudes and flat frequency spectra (Fig. 2). For 
further measurements therefore only the walking patterns 
were recorded, as it is expected to provide significantly bet
ter excitation for the harvester. 

Data from five healthy subjects, four males and one 
female, aged between 21 and 35 years, were measured 
while walking on different speeds. In the first measurement 
the subjects were instructed to walk on a level ground with 
their natural pace, during the second measurement they 
were walking at increased speed equal to their fast pace. 
Measurements were done in a real-life environment with
out the use of treadmills, therefore the natural walking pace 
of the subjects was not artificially influenced by the speed 
settings. The Frequency spectra of the measured datasets 
indicate, that the highest magnitudes of acceleration can be 
observed along the vertical axis of the human head (Fig. 3), 
the displacement axis of the investigated harvester was 
therefore aligned with the vertical axis of the skull. 

Evaluation of the measurement results reveals that the 
spectra contain also higher frequencies between 2 and 
30 Hz superimposed on the dominant sinusoid. These 
higher frequency peaks differ considerably in their magni
tudes depending on the individual walking styles (Figs. 3, 
4) and must be considered in the simulations as they will 
influence the simulated power output, as seen in chapter 6. 

It is also notable, that even though the dominant frequen
cies and vibration magnitudes naturally differ for different 
measured subjects (Table 2), they are well in accordance 

0.08 

0.06 

-* - Normal walking 
— Fast walking 

• Random movements 
-e-Work by PC  

0.04 

0.02 

10" 10' 
frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 2 Comparison of frequency spectra during different activities 

-vertical axis 
fore-aft axis 

-lateral axis 

frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 3 Comparisons of vibration frequencies and magnitudes in dif
ferent axes during fast walk: subject 3 

-•-vertical axis 
—i—fore-aft axis 
-x-lateral axis 

10 u 10' 

frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 4 Comparisons of vibration frequencies and magnitudes in dif
ferent axes during fast walk: subject 4 
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Table 2 Measurement subjects data 

Subject data Normal walk Fast walk 

No. Sex Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) 1st Dominant frequency (Hz) Magnitude (g) 1st Dominant frequency (Hz) Magnitude (g) 

1 m 26 183 75 1.69 0.26 1.86 0.41 

2 m 35 180 98 1.79 0.30 2.05 0.20 

3 m 26 191 69 1.94 0.32 2.19 0.43 

4 m 25 177 77 1.95 0.26 2.31 0.27 

5 f 21 159 57 2.05 0.33 2.44 0.45 

Fig. 5 Measured daily numbers 
of steps during 10 months 

14.9 19.10 23.11 28.12 1.2 8.3 12.4 

—Steps walked [-] — 7 day moving average 

17.5 21.6 

with the measurements done by other research groups 
(Accoto et al. 2009). 

The second part of the measurements utilizes a set of 
data, acquired between September 2013 and July 2014 
from the pedometer application in a mobile phone, which 
was carried by its user virtually all the time. The data 
(Fig. 5) therefore show the walking habits of an average 
company employee, commuting to work during the work 
days and occasionally going for trips during weekends. 

Statistical processing of this data revealed, that the 
average number of steps per day reached 6559 steps. Due 
to a small number of outstanding data points the median 
of the dataset is considerably lower—only 5877 steps per 
day. Mode of the dataset, 5868 steps, represents the mid
dle point of the most numerous class between 3912 and 
7824 steps (Fig. 6), and is used in further energy balance 
calculations. 

3 Preliminary requirements and design 

The basic constraints set on the investigated harvester are 
set due to its application and placement. Since it is intended 
to serve as a main power source for a new type of cochlear 

implant based on the bank of piezoresistive mechanical fil
ters (Žák et al. 2015), the power output requirement is set 
to 150 pW of power during the function of the implant. The 
dimension limits are set based on the size of usable space in 
the human skull (Fig. 7), which is about 20 x 20 x 5 mm. 
That equals to a volume of 2 cm 3 available for the har
vester. Taking into account the demanded power output, the 
harvester will need to achieve a power density of at least 
75 pW/cm 3 with the kinetic energy levels available from 
the human movements. 

Adopting the premise that an average potential user of 
the cochlear implant with the kinetic energy harvester as a 
power source will sleep 8 h a day, the longest time period 
when the implant can be required to work during the day is 
16 h. That, using the equation for energy W being equal to 
time integral of power p(t): 

W = fp(t)dt, (l) 

and assuming the estimated implant power demand of 
150 pW, results in at most 8.64 J of energy necessary every 
day to ensure the proper function of the cochlear implant. 
Taking into account the measurement results, it is possi
ble to assume that most of this energy will have to be har
vested from walking, due to low vibration magnitudes of 
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Fig. 6 Relative frequency 
distribution of 10 months meas
urement 

60% 

3912 7824 11736 15648 19560 23472 

Steps walked per day [-] 
27384 31296 

Implanted Harvester 

Fig. 7 Intended placement of the investigated harvester inside the 
human skull cavity 

Implant Power 
Requirement 

150 uW 

20 mm 

5 mm 

Excitation from human movements (t) 

the other activities. Considering the calculated mode of 
5868 steps per day to be the most common step count, it 
can be concluded that on average it is necessary to harvest 
1.47 mJ of energy with every step. Assuming that most of 
the time people walk at their natural pace and taking into 
consideration the average normal speed step frequency of 
1.88 Hz calculated from Table 2, an estimation of an aver
age 0.87 walking hours is made. Combining this informa
tion together with the necessary energy for the function of 
the implant yields the worst-case requirement of almost 
2.77 mW of power being harvested during walking to 
ensure the function of the cochlear implant for 16 h. How
ever, since the electronics of the implant require power 
input only when the implant is activated, the real amount of 
energy necessary should be significantly lower, as it is not 
likely that the user wil l be talked to straight 16 h a day. 

Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of the harvester with basic power and 
dimension constraints 

Based on the previous experience and simple model
ling, the electromagnetic induction conversion principle 
was chosen for preliminary design. The design employs a 
stationary multilayer printed coil and a mechanical oscilla
tor with permanent magnets (Fig. 8). The natural frequency 
of the oscillator is tuned by adjusting the parameters of the 
mechanical springs. 

4 Modelling 

The modelling phase of the study combined C A D and 
F E M modelling approaches with the simulation modelling 
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Fig. 11 1 D O F model of nonlinear energy harvester 

Fig. 9 Initial harvester design 
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Fig. 10 Dependance of the average magnetic flux density in the coil 
area on the oscillator position 

of the harvester dynamics. First, the design concept of the 
harvester was created in C A D software (Fig. 9) in order to 
obtain the inertial properties of the harvester oscillator. Due 
to the requirements of the oscillator magnetic circuit, the 
material of the proof mass was selected to be a ferromag
netic steel. NdFeB and permanents magnets were chosen 
to achieve a high average magnetic flux density in the air 
gap. The maximum displacement of the oscillator is set to 
2 mm, secured by the mechanical limits of the springs. 

Due to the design of the harvester, the average magnetic 
flux density through the coil is varying during the move
ment of the oscillator. The issue of modelling the non-uni
form magnetic field was addressed by (Khan et al. 2014b). 
In this paper it was decided to use the F E M software to cal
culate the average magnetic flux density through the coil 

in the whole range of relative positions of the coil and the 
oscillator (Fig. 10). The result of the F E M analysis was 
then used in the simulation model in the form of a look-up 
table. 

The simulation model is built in Matlab/Simulink with 
the use of well-known motion equation of the mass-spring-
damper system with one degree of freedom (Fig. 11): 

.. [be(x) + bm(x)]. k(x) 
x H x H x in m (2) 

Where x denotes the relative displacement of the proof 
mass m. The harvester is excited by the vibrations of the 
frame z. 

Spring stiffness k and mechanical damping bm are non
linear due to the implementation of mechanical limits/ 
bumpers, where a part of the kinetic energy is being dis
sipated when the oscillating mass comes into the contact 
with them: 

b + bb 

bm(x) — { b 
b + bb 

X > Xffiax 

Xmin < X < Xffiax 

X > Xfnax 

Xmin < X < Xffiax 

X < Xffiifi 

(3) 

(4) 

Electrical damping be is also nonlinear due to the distri
bution of magnetic flux density B. For the proposed design, 
where the magnetic flux density is perpendicular to the 
movement of the oscillator, the electromotive force can be 
calculated according to Faraday's law as: 

emf — 
d<P 

-N— = 
dt 

-NlB(x)x, (5) 

where I denotes the effective length of the coil, and is the 
number of coil turns. If there is an electrical load connected 
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to the ports of the harvester, the velocity-dependant damp
ing force 

be'x. (6) 

extracts the kinetic energy from a system in the form of 
electricity. Calculating the power extracted by the damping 
force 

p(t) = Fex bex2, (7) 

and setting it equal to the obtained electrical power, calcu 
lated as squared emf divided by sum of load and coil resist 
ance RL and RC, respectively: 

emf2 

P(t) = 
(Rl+Rc) 

yields the position dependent electrical damping be: 

be(x) = 
emf (NlB(x)Y 

(8) 

(9) 
(RL + Rc)x2 Rl + Rc' 

In the proposed design, the electrical damping is also 
nonlinear due to the non-uniform distribution of the mag
netic flux density B in the air gap. For the purpose of set
ting the initial load resistance, the analytic calculation of 
harvested power on the output was derived by solving a lin
earized version of (2) combined with (7): 

B loadlinear — be 
Ay 

S22 

<ú(be+bm)  
m£22 + [ l - ( f ) : 

Rl 

Rl+Rc 

(10) 

where Av denotes the amplitude of excitation vibrations, co 
stands for excitation frequency and Q = J — is the natural 
frequency of the harvester. The load resistance in Eq. (10) 
can be formulated as a function of electrical damping using 
(9) in order to find the extreme value of electrical power on 
the load depending on the electrical damping be: 

dPloadlinear 
dbe 

0 (11) 

The value of electrical damping obtained from (11) pro
vides an initial parameter, adjustable either by modifying 
the magnetic circuit, or by changing the load resistance to 
better utilize the real-life excitation waveforms. 

5 Sensitivity study and model modifications 

Feeding the above described modification of the original 
model (Smilek and Hadas 2015) with the measured accel
eration data did not result in expected power output, which 
was ranging between 24 |iW, harvested from normal walk of 
subject 4; and 176 uW, obtained from fast walk of subject 5. 

It was thus decided to rework and improve the design. 
Due to the nonlinearity of the model, multiple case stud
ies were performed to find the optimum values of tuneable 
parameters. 

First the impact of changing the ratio of magnet and steel 
pole shoes thickness on the magnetic flux density in the air 
gap was analysed. The outer dimensions of the harvester 
and the width of the air gap were set as constants. Two 
designs, variant 1 with two pairs of permanent magnets and 
variant 2 with one pair, (Fig. 12) were investigated. 

By performing a chain of consecutive F E M analyses for 
different ratios of magnet thickness to total wall thickness, 
it was found that the ratio of 0.4 results in the strongest 
magnetic field in the air gap. It is also apparent from the 
results (Fig. 13) that using two pairs of permanent magnets 
with the air gap between each pair is more efficient than 
using a single pair of magnets with doubled thickness. 

In the following step, a sensitivity analysis for the mass 
of the oscillator, mechanical and electrical damping was 
conducted using harmonic excitation with 0.3 g magni
tude and frequency of 1.8 Hz to imitate the first dominant 
frequency and magnitude of the vibrations acquired from 
the measurements. Design variables for the analysis were 
selected based on the easiness of their adjustability. 

The natural frequency of the harvester was tuned up to 
11.5 Hz. If a linear harvester model was used, it would 
be possible to further lower the natural frequency of the 
harvester by changing the spring design and/or the mass 
properties in order to better match the dominant frequency 
of the excitation vibrations. That would in return lead to 
increased harvested power. 

In the studied case however, due to the implementation 
of displacement limiters and influence of the static gravity 
acceleration, there are two issues preventing us from taking 
this path. The first one lies in unacceptably high displace
ments of the mechanical oscillator working near resonance 
on a frequency around 2 Hz. This would require either 
expanding the dimensions envelope to accommodate larger 
space for oscillator movement or, since the envelope expan
sion is not a feasible option, it would cause the oscillator to 
hit the bumpers periodically and lose kinetic energy dur
ing the impacts. The other challenge is caused by the fact 
that due to the pre-straining of the low-stiffness spring by 
the force caused by static gravity acceleration the oscilla
tor would be resting on the lower limiter and the harvested 
power would drop. 

It could be an option to exploit vibrations from differ
ent direction to avoid the spring pre-straining. That would, 
however, worsen the overall performance due to the lower 
magnitude of input vibrations. For these reasons the design 
was kept as described and subjected to the sensitivity study. 

Results of this analysis show that the performance of 
the harvester can be only negligibly improved by adding 
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Fig. 12 F E M analyses of two designs of the magnetic circuit. Co i l area highlighted in green (color figure online) 
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Fig. 13 Results of optimal magnets thickness analyses for two pairs 
of magnets (variant 1) and one pair of magnets (variant 2) 

Fig. 14 Results of sensitivity analysis with harmonic excitation 

more weight to the oscillator or by lowering the mechanical 
damping coefficient (Fig. 14). Since the harvester in this 
analysis works with a small displacement without hitting 
the limiters and the nonlinearity in the electrical damping is 
not significant enough, the electrical damping, even though 
calculated by (11) for a linear harvester with the same exci
tation and natural frequencies as used in the analysis, is 
apparently close to the optimum and its change would not 
yield any improvement of the performance. 

Springer 

However, running another sensitivity study, this time 
with the real acceleration data as the input, revealed that 
adding the weight actually does have much larger effect to 
the performance than originally anticipated, as the real data 
contain also frequencies closer to the resonant frequency 
of the harvester. For the same reason also the load value, 
provided by the load matching Eq. (11) and verified by pre
vious analysis as the optimal for harmonic excitation does 
not provide the best performance with the real data, and 
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Fig. 15 Results of sensitivity analysis with real-life excitation 
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Fig. 17 Dependance of harvested power on natural frequency of the 
harvester and load resistance for subject no. 5 during fast walk 
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Fig. 18 Highest simulated power output dependances on natural fre
quency for all measurements 

Fig. 16 Modified C A D model of the harvester with added balast and 
optimized wall thickness 

the electrical load needs to be adjusted in order to lower to 
value of electrical damping (Fig. 15). 

Based on results of these studies, the C A D model of 
the harvester was modified to accommodate the sug
gested change in mass. Adding a shaped wolfram weights 
increased the total weight of the harvester to 9.5 g, instead 
of the original of 5 g. A l l the additional mass is placed 
within previously empty volume of space, therefore the 
outer dimensions of the harvester remain unchanged 
(Fig. 16). 

The last step of modifications comprised of series of 
simulations in order to determine the most suitable natu
ral frequency of the harvester, adjustable by changing the 
spring stiffness. For every resonant frequency tried, it was 
necessary to run a sweep with different electrical loads 

(Fig. 17), since the calculated load was proved to be over-
damping the system in case of broader excitation frequency 
range. 

The natural frequency and electrical load sweeps with 
different datasets showed, that the harvester generally pro
vides the most power when the oscillator moves throughout 
the whole available displacement range without hitting the 
bumpers. This also means, that for every user the optimal 
spring stiffness and thus the natural frequency is slightly 
different, depending on their walking style and speed. 

The highest reached power at every frequency within 
investigated range between 8 and 14 Hz was saved for all 
the users and both walking patterns and compared against 
the minimum harvested power requirement (Fig. 18). 
Results show, that the natural frequency of the har
vester between 11.5 and 12 Hz yields highest minimum 
power harvested from all the walking patterns recorded. 
Frequency 12 Hz was therefore selected as the natural 
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Table 4 Harvested amounts of power from different subjects and 
activities 

Fig. 19 C A D model of the coil with dimensions 

Table 3 Final parameters of the modelled harvester 

Oscillator parameters 

Outer dimensions 

Total weight 

Mechanical damping 

Average magnetic flux in the air gap 

Natural frequency 

Coil parameters 

C o i l dimensions 

Conductive path cross-section dimen
sions 

Conductor diameter 

Number of turns 

Effective length of one turn 

Resistance 

Load 

Resistance 

20 x 20 x 5 mm 

m = 9.5 g 

b m = 0.01 Ns /m 

B = 0.27-0.55 T (see F ig . 9) 

Q= 12 Hz 

20 x 10 x 0.8 m m 

4 x 0.8 mm 

d = 

N = 

1 = 

R c 

25 pm 

= 2000 

12 m m 

= 2.4 kQ 

Subject No. Harvested average power (pW) Subject No. 

Normal walk Fast walk 

1 81 100 

2 84 170 

3 238 377 

4 61 110 

5 228 478 

R, = 6.6 k f i 

15 20 
time (s) 

Fig. 20 Simulation results with the lowest amount of harvested 
power (subject 4, normal walk) 

the coil cross-section dimensions are 4 x 0.8 mm, which 
leads to the estimation of 16 layers necessary to reach the 
designed number of 2000 turns. The coil is intended to be 
manufactured by stacking thin printed circuit boards with 
inductors printed on them (Olivo et al. 2013). The Final 
parameters of the harvester used for power output simula
tions are summarized in Table 3. 

frequency of the harvester, as it provides more than suf
ficient power levels for users with more dynamic style of 
walking, while harvesting maximum obtainable power 
from users with softer walking style. Due to the redesign of 
the springs to adjust the natural frequency of the harvester 
the stiffness in directions perpendicular to the direction 
of oscillator movement dropped. A mechanical guidance 
for the oscillator wil l therefore be necessary and needs to 
be taken into consideration in the estimation of the total 
mechanical damping. 

The electrical load resistance 6.6 kQ was selected as 
optimal for the harvester with 2 mm maximum displace
ment and the multilayer printed coil with 2.4 kQ resist
ance (Fig. 19). Intended conductor thickness is 25 pm and 
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6 Simulation results 

In order to verify the feasibility of the selected natural fre
quency and load value of the harvester, numerous simula
tions were run with the finalized version of the model for 
all the measured excitation waveforms. The length of each 
simulation was set to 40 s in order to ensure better reliabil
ity of the result than shorter times, used in previous analy
ses. Simulated power on the load resistor for each user can 
be observed from Table 4. 

Results show, that even though satisfying the require
ments for powering the cochlear implant for full 16 h a day 
might still be challenging, ensuring momentary function 
of the implant by harvesting the energy from the harvester 
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Fig. 21 Simulation results with the highest amount of harvested 
power (subject 5, fast walk) 

placed in the human head during walking could present a 
feasible approach for the future biomedical applications. 

Obtained simulation results display an order of magni
tude difference between lowest and highest reached aver
age power (Figs. 20, 21). The results also indicate, that the 
walking style of different users has a considerable impact 
on the harvested power. Even though the dominant frequen
cies and magnitudes of vibrations during walking are simi
lar for all the tested subjects, the individual walking style 
contributes with higher frequencies close to the natural fre
quency of the harvester as was discussed in chapter 2. Even 
though the magnitudes of these higher frequency vibrations 
are much lower than the magnitude of vibrations on domi
nant frequencies, they account for a significant differences 
between the results. 

7 Conclusions 

The study of the kinetic energy harvester based on the 
electromagnetic conversion principle was done to investi
gate the feasibility of implanting such a harvester into the 
human head to power up a selected biomedical applica
tion. The basic harvester design comprises of an oscillator 
with a proof mass, consisting of a magnetic circuit and an 
additional ballast, a stationary multilayer printed coil and 
mechanical springs. The maximum displacement of the 
oscillator was set to 2 mm. Tuning the harvester to work 
in resonance was not feasible due to the low excitation fre
quencies, low spring stiffness and large displacements con
nected with it. Instead, the harvester was tuned in such a 
way, that the excitation frequencies are lower than the natu
ral frequency, but the natural frequency is still low enough 
for the harvester to be able to extract sufficient amount of 
power from the available excitation. The initial harvester 

design was modified for higher power output based on the 
results of the sensitivity study for three different design 
variables—mass of the oscillator, mechanical and electri
cal damping. Further design optimization is intended to 
be conducted using the methods of artificial intelligence 
(Hadas et al. 2012). 

To better understand the real-life excitation patterns, 
the acceleration in the area of human head was measured 
during different walking speeds on five different subjects. 
The measurement of daily step count was also conducted 
in order to analyse, how much time does an average user 
daily spend by walking, and how much energy is needed 
to be harvested during this period to ensure the function of 
the powered implant for the time its user might be needing 
it during the day. 

Results of the simulations indicate, that the implanted 
harvester could be able to cope with the momentary power 
demands of the cochlear implants, but with the investigated 
design it will most likely not provide the calculated highest 
necessary energy of 8.64 J per day, which equals to 2.77 mW 
of average power generated during the walking time, to 
keep the implant operating even when its user is not walk
ing. Moreover, the power output of the harvester is highly 
dependent on walking style, and possibly also on the foot
gear used and the walking surface, therefore proper tuning 
of the harvester for a whole range of users and their walk
ing styles might be challenging. The simulated power out
puts differ by almost an order of magnitude, between 61 and 
478 pW. It remains to be a question of feasibility to adjust 
the harvester for every specific user to provide an optimal 
power output. The simulations also do not take into account 
further losses caused by the power management electronics, 
the efficiency of which usually ranges between 60 and 90 %. 

At the moment, even though the proposed energy har
vester could not entirely satisfy the requirements for power
ing up the cochlear implant, it would still improve the usage 
comfort for a user of such a device, as the battery replace
ment or recharging interval would be extended. With future 
technology advances and further optimization of the new 
cochlear implants however, we believe that it will become 
possible to eliminate the need for the battery recharg
ing from other sources entirely. Possible focus points to 
improve the performance of the miniature energy harvest
ers for biomedical applications could include for example 
optimizing the rotary inertial energy harvesters (Jang et al. 
2011) to better utilize the small available volume of space 
or employing hybrid harvesters to take advantage of multi
ple kinetic energy transducers. Another option could lie in 
changing the strategy and exploiting directly the deforma
tion of the ear canal during movements of the jaw. 
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A B S T R A C T 

In this paper we propose the use of principal component analysis to process the measured 
acceleration data in order to determine the direction of acceleration with the highest variance on 
given frequency of interest. This method can be used for improving the power generated by 
inertial energy harvesters. Their power output is highly dependent on the excitation acceleration 
magnitude and frequency, but the axes of acceleration measurements might not always be 
perfectly aligned with the directions of movement, and therefore the generated power output 
might be severely underestimated in simulations, possibly leading to false conclusions about the 
feasibility of using the inertial energy harvester for the examined application. 

1. Introduction 

Energy harvesting as a mean of obtaining useful electrical energy from ambient energy of surrounding environment has become a 
mature research field with well characterized principles. Sources of harvestable energy and devices for its conversion to electric 
energy vary depending on the application. Possible options might include one or more of following sources and transduction 
methods [1]: solar energy, transduced through photovoltaic cells; thermal gradient, convertible utilizing TEG generators; RF 
electromagnetic waves, exploitable using antennas, or kinetic energy, which can be converted with electromechanical energy 
harvesters. 

Basic classification of electromechanical energy harvesters can be done by assigning them into two groups according to the 
operation principle: direct force harvesters and inertial harvesters [2]. While direct force devices exploit the direct application of the 
loading force to the transducer and the dynamics of such a system is mostly dominated by the loading force, inertial harvesters utilize 
the kinematic excitation of the frame to achieve a relative oscillatory movement between the proof mass and the frame of the 
harvester. 

Another way of classification is based on the transduction physical principle. Commonly employed conversion methods include 
Faraday's induction law [3-5], piezoelectric effect [6-10], electrostatic effect [11,12], magnetostriction [13,14], and newly also 
triboelectric effect [15,16]. 

This paper is focused on a method for potential improvement of the power output of inertial energy harvesters by locating and 
exploiting principal directions of acceleration with given frequency in a measured dataset. 

2. Inertial energy harvesters 

Inertial harvesters can be understood as accumulators of mechanical energy, which is being stored in the system in as kinetic 
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energy of the proof mass and potential energy in the spring element. During the operation a part of the accumulated mechanical 
energy is being extracted and converted into electrical energy by one of the transducing principles, using either electrodynamic or 
electrostatic damping force. Some part of the energy is inevitably lost due to the mechanical losses (Fig. 1). 

Let us assume that given 1 degree of freedom (dof) inertial harvester consisting of proof mass m with electrodynamic damping 
characteristics given by combination of mechanical and electrical damping bm and be, respectively, contains linear stiffness k and is 
excited by vibrations of the frame z (Fig. 2). 

Its dynamics is described by the well-known motion equation 

.. [be + bm] . k xH xH—x=—z 
m m (1) 

where x represents the displacement of the proof mass. Natural frequency of such a system is found as £2=J— and its damping ratio 
as 

be + bm bp= 
P 2mQ 

The quality factor of the harvester is given by 

^ _ J _ _ _ m O _ 

2bp be + bm 

Motion Eq. (1) can then be rewritten as 

. & . „ 2 xH x+Ll x=—z 
Q 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
In case of harmonic excitation z=Av cos(atf) the power output of the linear energy harvester is proportionally dependent on the 
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square of the input acceleration magnitude Av of given frequency ar. 

(5) 

Formula (5) can be used to calculate the frequency dependency of the power output of the system. By exploiting the superposition 
property of linear systems it is possible to calculate an estimate of a steady-state power output with arbitrary periodic input acceleration 
waveform by decomposing the input acceleration into harmonic components. It is obvious, that increasing the magnitude of input 
vibrations component with frequency equal to natural frequency of the harvester will lead to significant power generation improvement. 
Raising the magnitude of input vibrations is usually not feasible in real-life applications. However, the same effect can be achieved by 
proper orientation of the harvester. Given that the excitation acceleration is measured with 3-axis accelerometer with orthogonal axes of 
measurement, it is likely that the measurement axes were not aligned with the principal axes of the acceleration and thus only 
orthogonal projections of the actual acceleration vector are apparent in the measured data and used for harvester excitation. 

3. Pre-processing of the measured acceleration data 

Measuring the acceleration with a 3-axis accelerometer allows for displaying the time change of the acceleration vector in the 3 
dimensional Cartesian space. The measured instantaneous excitation acceleration z can then be found in the vector form z=(zx, zy, zz), 
where the vector components correspond with the measured data from three orthogonal directions. If the measurement is done with 
constant sampling rate, the time distance of each pair of neighboring measured values remains constant. Total least squares approach 
thus can be used to find the direction which contains highest variance of the acceleration magnitude - the first principal direction. 

In the general case the measured data containing a single frequency will form an ellipsoid, as the accelerations in principal 
directions along the axes of the ellipsoid might not be in phase with each other (Fig. 3). In case of all three phases being the same, the 
ellipsoid will degenerate into a line in space, which would be the best case scenario for the purposes of exciting the energy harvester 
with 1 dof. Finding the principal direction of acceleration with the highest variance in time, and identifying the rotation angles to 
transform the original coordinate system linked with the measurement device/energy harvester to align it with this principal 
direction will ensure, that highest magnitude of acceleration will be used for excitation of the energy harvester. This way, the highest 
power output for given application and transducer will be achieved. 

Real measured data contain noise and possibly wider spectrum of frequencies (Figs. 4 and 5). As the principal directions of 
different frequency components are not necessarily the same, it is essential to filter out frequencies other than the frequency of 
interest from the vibration spectrum. We filtered the measured data in time domain (Fig. 6) using inverse notch filter, implemented 
as narrow band pass 2nd order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies ± 0.05 Hz around the desired isolation frequency. 

4. Locating the principal acceleration direction 

Filtered data containing only the frequency of interest can be subjected to principal component analysis (pea) in order to obtain 
the principal axes of vibration. The pea routine fits the m-dimensional data points with a set of m orthogonal lines, equations of 
which are obtained by solving the total least squares optimization problem. The sum of squared orthogonal distances of the data 
points from the sought lines is thus minimized. 

One possible approach to this lies in performing singular value decomposition (svd) of a measured dataset. If the mean-centered 
measured data is stored in a form of 3 xn matrix D, columns of which contain the Cartesian coordinates of the acceleration vector end 
point measured in n time instants, the D can be decomposed into 

where U is a matrix of left eigenvectors, describing the components rotations, 2 is a diagonal matrix of singular values sorted in a 
descending order along the diagonal, and V is a 3x3 matrix of right eigenvectors, containing orthonormal vectors associated with the 
singular values. The vector associated with the highest singular value is the principal component of the data, and is located in the 
first column of V. Matrix V can be also understood as a rotation matrix, describing the transformation of the original coordinate 
system linked with the measurement axes to the new coordinate system, associated with the principal directions of data. 

Another option is working with a covariance matrix C 

(7) 

The 3x3 sized covariance matrix C is symmetric and positive definite and its singular value decomposition therefore yields the 
same result as its eigenvalue decomposition: 

Where A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues sorted in decreasing order. The sought base vectors are stored again in the columns of 

D=WZVT (6) 

C=VAVT=V—VT 

(8) ii 
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d % / c T (g) 

Fig. 3. Representation of the noiseless acceleration vector end point in 3D Cartesian space. Red circle in the center represents the mean value of the data. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article) 

the rotation matrix V. 

5. Identification of the rotation angles 

Once the desired new orientation of the coordinate system linked with the harvester is known, the succession of rotational angles 
must be found. It is known, that an arbitrary orientation of the coordinate system in space can be achieved by a sequence of three 
rotations around different axes. In this paper we find the succession of angles for extrinsic rotations (rotations around fixed 
coordinate system) around axes z-y-x, known also as yaw-pitch-roll rotations. This succession can be reversed to obtain the same 
final orientation with intrinsic rotation axes x-y'-z", which might be easier to implement on the real system. 

It needs to be checked whether the final rotation matrix obtained from pea follows the convention of right-handed coordinate 
system. When necessary, one of the columns of V can be multiplied by -1 to achieve the desired right-handed orientation. 

Assuming that the coordinates of the points in Cartesian system are stored in row vectors, the post-multiplication of the vectors 
with the rotation matrix can be used for transformation. In that case the final transformation matrix V can be written as 

V=[X"T y''T z',T]=RzRyR* ( 9 ) 

where Rz, Ry and Rx are transformation matrices, each of which rotates the coordinate system around the given axis: 
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(11) 

(12) 

The rotation angles <p, 0, y are found by using goniometric functions, exploiting the knowledge of original coordinates of 
coordinate system axes and their desired new positions. 

y/=atan2\ 
\x'\ 

9=—asin(x' 3) 

d>=atan2\ 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

where x"„ is the n-th coordinate of the x axis after first two rotations around z and y. y'n is the n-th coordinate of the y axis after the 
first rotation around x. This can be found also as a sequence of backward rotations of the known y" axis vector: 

y'=yR/=y"RzRf (16) 
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Table 1 
Simulated improvements in the power output after aligning the harvester working axis with the principal component of the excitation acceleration. 

Measured system Frequency of Highest measured First principal Rotation Angles <f>, 8, Harvester power 
interest (Hz) acceleration component of y/ (rad) output ratio 

component (g) acceleration (g) (dimensionless) 

Human walking - wrist 1.12 0.269 0.427 0.7237-0.6568-2.2941 2.72 
Human walking — head 2.19 0.397 0.423 0.17540.0052-0.3604 1.14 
Helicopter TGB [17] 17.07 0.792 0.980 2.42150.36852.1387 1.50 
Helicopter RAGB [17] 34.15 0.723 0.742 -0.27390.24350.0692 1.07 
Helicopter APU [17] 34.15 0.810 0.906 -0.0914-0.46030.0425 1.25 
Unspecified technical 58.23 0.723 0.723 000 1.00 

system I 
Unspecified technical 62.47 0.188 0.237 00-0.7371 1.40 

system II 
CNC machine I 66.7 0.083 0.099 00-0.6148 1.41 
CNC machine II 200 0.033 0.034 00-0.3164 1.09 

Applying the rotation succession on the measured data represents changing the orientation of the harvester and leads to aligning 
the principal components of the acceleration with the new axes of the coordinate system (Figs. 7 and 8). 

6. Simulations 

The presented method was used to process measured data from several different applications. The power output comparison was 
then simulated, using a generic spring-mass-damper model of a linear kinetic energy harvester with a single degree of freedom. The 
model was built according to (4) with Q factor 50 and viscous damping force evenly distributed between the mechanical and 
electrical damping. The weight of the simulated proof mass was 10 g and the harvester was tuned to the frequency of interest of each 
application. 

For exciting the harvester model with the measured data the axis with the highest magnitude of the acceleration component at 
the frequency of interest was used. That ensures obtaining the maximum power output with the harvester aligned with the 
measurement axes of the accelerometer. Then the transformed data was used for excitation, simulating aligning the working axis of 
the harvester with the calculated principal axis of acceleration. 

Comparison of the average power, instantaneous power and ratio of average generated power for new and original orientation of 
the harvester placed on human head is visible on Fig. 9. 

Data from 9 measurements on 7 different systems with application potential for energy harvesting were used to evaluate possible 
gains of the proposed method for improving the power output of energy harvesters. 

Results (Table 1) indicate, that in 8 out of 9 cases the measured axes of acceleration were not perfectly aligned with the principal 
axes of the acceleration. Therefore a simple rotation of the harvester without changing any other parameters could significantly 
improve the generated power output. Acceleration measurements in last four rows in Table 1 were done using two-axis 
accelerometer, and thus a single rotation is sufficient to achieve the optimum position of the harvester with respect to the measured 
data. 

7. Conclusions 

This paper presents a way of processing the acceleration data in order to better estimate the power output capabilities of kinetic 
energy harvesters. The presented method relies on finding the principal components of the acceleration with a selected frequency 
and on aligning the working axis of the harvester along the largest principal component direction. In most cases this method 
provides an easy to implement way of improving the performance of 1 dof kinetic energy harvester. Additionally, in case of using 
multiple dof harvester with perpendicular working axes, the method reveals also the second-best working direction with the same 
frequency. Furthermore, by exploiting an iterative approach it is possible to find the principal acceleration directions of multiple 
frequencies for wideband multiple dof harvester. Knowledge of the real data characteristics obtained by this method can thus provide 
a valuable information for the feasibility study and design optimization phase of the perspective inertial energy harvesters. 
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Abstract—This paper deals with measurements and statistical 
processing of the acceleration data measured in the area of the 
human head. Kinetic energy harvesters require such levels of 
acceleration for their excitation that could possibly be obtained 
from human movements. 30 different people with different 
characteristics were thus measured during walking at controlled 
speeds in order to find the common frequencies and relevant 
magnitudes in the acceleration waveforms. Different ways of 
mounting the accelerometer to the head are also presented and 
the measurement results compared to identify and filter out the 
parasitic acceleration frequencies. 

Keywords-energy harvesting; biomedical devices; wearable 
electronics; acceleration measurements 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Latest technological advances in the field of wearable 
electronics and in biomedical applications, such as pacemakers, 
cochlear implants, various sensors and health monitors etc., call 
for a battery-less power source, that would increase the user 
comfort and allow for the true autonomy of such applications. 
Current battery-dependant power sources significantly limit the 
service life especially of the biomedical sensors. Depleting the 
battery power of biomedical implants might require a surgical 
removal of the device to change the battery or the whole 
device, which lowers the user comfort and increases the stress 
placed on the users of such devices. The observable trend of 
lowering the power consumption of such devices in recent 
years [1], [2] could mean that in the near future the energy 
harvesting approach will become a feasible way of providing 
the power to modern low-consumption wearable and medical 
devices. Energy harvesting is a fast growing discipline dealing 
with exploiting waste power of ambient environment and 
converting it into electricity to power up some low-
consumption applications [3]. Some industrial applications are 
already employing the energy harvesting devices and with the 
progress in the research and development of the smart 
materials and structures it can be expected that energy 
harvesters will become even more commonly used. 

II. H U M A N W A L K I N G AS A SOURCE OF E N E R G Y 

Human body contains levels of energy high enough to 
ensure its proper function. Small part of this energy is 
theoretically possible to exploit for energy harvesting purposes. 
Various attempts to utilize the human power have been 
recorded and published many times in the past decade. Some of 

them rely on the thermoelectric effect to utilize the thermal 
gradient appearing between the outer environment and human 
body [4], while others harvest the otherwise wasted mechanical 
energy from the human activity in order to employ some form 
of electromechanical energy conversion [5], [6]. 

Published electromechanical energy harvesters utilize 
different excitation strategies and conversion methods. The 
electromechanical harvesters for industrial applications are 
often designed as velocity damped resonant devices [7], 
providing maximum power output in a narrow band around the 
resonant frequency. On the other hand, many designs for 
harvesting the human power rely on the impact excitation from 
the foot strikes [8], [9] or even direct force excitation by 
bending the limbs or flexing the muscles [10]. 

In the head area of the user the possibilities of direct force 
or impact-based harvesters are rather limited, with the 
exceptions of utilizing the ear canal deformation and/or jaw 
movement [11]. The study shows, that theoretical levels of the 
available kinetic energy in the head area of the human reach up 
to 7 mW, considering velocity damped resonant harvester with 
48 g proof mass [12]. This weight however might be simply 
too heavy for the practical applications of powering up the 
biomedical devices such as cochlear implants. Furthermore the 
results are bound to be very dependent on the behaviour of the 
user. 

Previous measurements [13] indicated, that walking and 
running can provide sufficient excitation for inertial 
electromechanical energy harvester placed in the head area of 
the user. Other activities, such as random movements, 
associated with the typically sedentary working style of an 
average person did not result in acceleration magnitudes that 
could be easily used for the excitation of the harvester. 

However, the experiments raised questions of measured 
frequencies dependency on the way of fixing the accelerometer 
to the user and dispersion of available frequencies and 
magnitudes in a larger number of different users. In this paper 
we address the mentioned issues by employing two different 
ways of fixing the accelerometer to the user's head and 
comparing the measured data in order to identify possible 
parasitic frequencies caused by the imperfect fixation of the 
sensor. In the second part of the paper we present basic 
statistical results from measuring 30 different users during 
walking at constant speed. 
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III. M E A S U R E M E N T S 

A. Methodology 
Acceleration measurements during walking were conducted 

on the set of 30 testing subjects. The subjects were asked to 
walk on a flat surface at set constant speed between 3.8 and 4.4 
kmph monitored by a personal speedometer. The used device 
was a wireless data logger Mide Slam Stick, containing a three 
axis M E M S accelerometer capable of measuring acceleration 
levels from -16 to +16 g in the frequency range 0-300 Hz. The 
acceleration during walking was recorded in three axes 
perpendicular to each other (Fig. 1). The length of each 
measurement was 60 seconds and the sampling frequency was 
set to 3.2 kHz in order to prevent any aliasing issues. 

Figure 1. Datalogger fixed by the rubber band with indicated measurement 
directions 

Two different ways of fixing the accelerometer to the head 
of each testing subject in order to determine the influence of 
the accelerometer fixing on the recorded data. In the first set of 
measurements the accelerometer was fixed using a 25mm wide 
flexible rubber band. The second set of another 30 
measurements features the accelerometer fixed by a tight 
textile headband (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Datalogger fixed by the textile headband 

Measured data sets were then processed in Matlab to 
determine the influence of monitored human features on the 

measured magnitudes and frequencies. The textile headband 
fixation data were used in this step for the processing. 

B. Testing Subjects Parameters 
The monitored features of the testing subjects were their 

age, height, weight and medium thickness of the shoe sole 
(Tab. 1). 

T A B L E I. M O N I T O R E D F E A T U R E S OF T H E T E S T I N G SUBJECTS 

Mean 
Value 

Variance 
Standard 

Deviation 

Age [years] 25.60 96.39 9.82 
Height [m] 1.74 0.01 0.08 
Weight [kg] 72.20 146.88 12.12 
Sole Thickness 

[mm] 15.40 33.19 5.76 

Following histograms represent the distribution of each of 
the monitored parameters in the observed set of testing subjects 
(Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3. Distributions of the monitored features over the testing set of 
subjects 

The cross-correlations between the monitored features were 
calculated to help preventing possible future false correlation 
issues. The calculation results suggest that most of the 
monitored features are linearly independent, with the exception 
of weight and height coupling (Tab. 2). 



T A B L E II. C O R R E L A T I O N C O E F F I C I E N T T A B L E B E T W E E N T H E 
M O N I T O R E D F E A T U R E S 

Age Height Weight Sole 
Thickness 

Age X -0.077 0.198 0.138 

Height -0.077 X 0.775 0.245 

Weight 0.198 0.775 X 0.197 

Sole 
thickness 0.138 0.245 0.197 X 

I V . R E S U L T S 

A. Fixation Style Comparison 
Comparing the FFT of measured data showed, that both 

ways of fixing the accelerometer to the user's head result in 
fairly similar spectra obtained (Fig. 4). The differences in some 
of the data sets are clearly caused by slightiy different walking 
speeds of the subjects during the measurements. 
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optimistic results in follow-up energy harvester design 
simulations. 

However, the expected unmirrored parasitic higher 
frequencies were observed only in 2 out of the 30 pairs of 
measurements. In these measurements they are however 
probably caused by slighuy faster walking pace of the user 
during the measurement, which is observable by comparing the 
frequencies of the first dominant peak of the acceleration 
(Fig 5). 
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Figure 5. Not matching FFTs caused by different walking pace during the 
two measurement of the same subject 

This change of pace could result in sharper impacts, leading 
to richer frequency spectrum in the higher frequency area. We 
therefore cannot confirm, that in any of these two cases the 
differences in the frequency spectra are caused by bouncing of 
the sensor in vertical direction due to slighuy looser fixation to 
the head by the textile headband. As the tightness of the two 
fixation devices used was considerably different from each 
other, we disprove the original assumption and regard the 
measured frequency spectra as precise enough for the further 
simulations of the wearable and biomedical energy harvesting 
devices. 

B. Influence of Monitored Human Features on Measured 
Acceleration 
In the next step we tried to determine whether there is an 

observable linear relationship between the measured dominant 
frequencies and magnitudes of the acceleration and the 
monitored features of the measurement subjects. 

Figure 4. Example of the fixing techniques comparison using F F T on data 
obtained from measurement axes x, y, z, respectively 

The initial assumption was that using imperfectiy tight 
fixation of the accelerometer to the human head might 
significandy affect the measurements and thus lead to overly 
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Figure 6. Dominant acceleration peak dependency on the age of the testing 
subject 

Plotting the first dominant frequency and magnitude of the 
acceleration of this frequency against the monitored features 
mostly shows, that very little to no correlation can be found 
between the monitored features and the measured data 
reflecting the walking style of each particular testing subject 
(Fig. 6, 7, 8). 
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Figure 8. Dominant acceleration peak dependency on the weight of the 
testing subject 

The exception seems to be the dependency of the measured 
dominant acceleration magnitude on the sole thickness, where 
the correlation coefficient indicates possible relationship 
between the two parameters (Fig. 9). 
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Figure 9. Dominant acceleration peak dependency on the shoe sole thickness 
of the testing subject 

Figure 7. Dominant acceleration peak dependency on the height of the 
testing subject 



Calculated correlations between the first dominant 
frequencies and magnitudes of the acceleration and the 
monitored features for different users are listed in Tab. 3: 

TABLE in. C O R R E L A T I O N COEFFICIENTS B E T W E E N T H E M O N I T O R E D 
F E A T U R E S A N D T H E F R E Q U E N C Y A N D M A G N I T U D E OF T H E FIRST D O M I N A N T 

A C C E L E R A T I O N P E A K 

Frequency Magnitude 

Weight 0.014 0.210 
Height -0.187 0.185 
Age -0.106 0.034 
Sole 

Thickness 0.161 0.442 

As no linear dependency between the monitored features 
and measured acceleration was observed, we decided to plot an 
overlay of 20 highest acceleration peaks from all the measured 
testing subject in order to determine the most common 
exploitable frequencies in the measured set (Fig. 10). This way 
it becomes visible that frequencies between 1.5 and 10 Hz 
could generally provide exploitable acceleration levels, 
regardless of the particular user's walking style. 
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Figure 10. FFT overlay of 20 highest acceleration peaks of all the users. 

V . A P P L I C A T I O N OF T H E RESULTS TO D E V E L O P M E N T OF 
E N E R G Y HARVESTERS 

The data indicates that no direct correlation can be found 
between the observed attributes of the perspective users of the 
wearable energy harvesting devices and the expectable 
magnitudes of the acceleration available for energy harvester 
excitation. However, it is observed, that the frequency range in 
which the dominant frequencies of the measured datasets 
appear is very narrow. That can be exploited during the design 
phase of the kinetic energy harvesters for wearable and 
biomedical devices, as their oscillating mechanism can be 
tuned to roughly the same natural frequency, with the option 
of further fine-tuning it for each user individually. Indeed, the 

possibility of tuning the resonance mechanism to the first 
dominant frequency might be limited due to physical or 
technological constraints placed on the harvester and it might 
be necessary to use some of the higher frequencies present in 
the spectra for its excitation. 

Using the well-known formula [14] we can calculate the 
power, dissipated in the harvester that is working in resonance 
with a harmonic excitation acceleration as 

Pd=m.AS/(4.Q..bp), (1) 

where A\ is the acceleration magnitude, m denotes the weight 
of the proof mass, Q is the natural frequency of the harvester 
and bp is the total damping ratio, evenly split between 
electrical and mechanical damping be and bm, respectively. It 
is easy to find out, that the total dissipated power in the system 
wil l vary greatly for different users. Assuming the weight of 
the oscillating proof mass 10 g, which is close to the comfort 
limit for the head placement of the harvester, the damping 
ratio of 0.05, and using the first dominant frequency of each of 
the datasets as the natural frequency of the harvester, the total 
power dissipated in the harvester ranges from 3 to 58 mW for 
the measured testing subjects, without taking into account the 
design limitations of such harvester configurations. Half of 
this power will be wasted in mechanical losses, and the 
remaining half represents the harvested electrical power. The 
large span of dissipated power indicates, that designing an 
optimal and universal kinetic harvester for the whole range of 
possible users wi l l be a challenging task and an individual 
approach of devices being optimized for their particular users 
might be more feasible. 

VI. C O N C L U S I O N S 

In this paper we discuss the acceleration measurements in 
the area of the human head for the purposes of energy harvester 
design and simulation. The effect of using different techniques 
for the fixation of the accelerometer on the testing subject's 
head are investigated to find out, whether the measured data 
bears parasitic frequencies caused by improper fixing of the 
sensor on the human head. As no parasitic frequencies were 
identified, the measured data were deemed correct and suitable 
for further processing and simulations. In the second part of the 
paper the linear relationship between four different monitored 
features of the test subjects and the measured data is sought. As 
such relationship is not found, the prediction of the acceleration 
in the head area of a random person during the walking is not 
yet possible even with the knowledge of the person's basic 
features. For that reason a different approach lying in plotting 
an overlay of selected number of highest acceleration peaks 
from each measurement set in order to identify the frequencies 
with the highest densities of acceleration peaks. These 
frequencies are intended to be used as design natural 
frequencies for the energy harvester for powering up the 
wearable and biomedical devices by converting a mechanical 
energy from the walking of any random user into electricity. 
However, simple simulations show, that employing a universal 
harvester design and parameters for the whole range of 
potential users might not be the best approach, as different 
users produce very different excitation waveforms, and the 



harvester parameters should be optimized to a specific user to 
ensure the best behavior. 
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Abstract - This paper deals with the statistical properties of the acceleration waveforms in the area of human head 
during walking. Statistical models are developed based on the empirical measurements of multiple testing subjects. 
The purpose of this is a realistic prediction of power outputs of an energy harvester, placed in the area of human 
head in order to power up a biomedical or wearable electronic application. This harvester must be able to work 
satisfyingly with different excitation patterns provided by a whole range of potential users. It is therefore essential 
to know how the acceleration waveforms during similar activities vary both for different measurements of a single 
person and for different people. Developed models are used to generate artificial acceleration data, which is in turn 
used to predict the performance limits of an inertial, human motion based linear energy harvester. The results of 
the analyses show a significant potential for kinetic energy harvesting in the head area, with possible theoretical 
specific power reaching up to 400 pW per gram of proof mass weight for a half of the potential harvester user 
population, without taking into account practical limitations, such as proof mass displacement limits. 

Keywords - statistical modelling; energy harvesting; linear system; wearable electronics; human motion; power 
prediction 

1. Introduction 
Smart textiles, printed electronics and miniaturization of the implantable sensors are allowing for a rapid spread 
of miniaturized electronic devices. Current trends show a still-increasing use of various wireless sensors in 
wearable electronics and biomedical applications [1]. A crucial limitation of these devices is the availability of an 
adequate power source. Use of primary cells is quite limited, as they cannot be recharged, and must be therefore 
either easily replaceable, or they must provide enough energy to cover the whole designed lifetime of the powered 
device. Secondary cells are more feasible in the sense, that their maintenance consists of recharging, not replacing, 
and does not therefore create more waste to be disposed of or recycled. The need for maintenance itself, however, 
is a limiting factor that decreases the level of user comfort. This need could be mitigated by or even completely 
eliminated by employing an independent power source, exploiting an energy harvesting principle [2]. There are 
numerous papers published on the sources of power, available in the ambience of human body [3], [4]. Some of 
them evaluate utilization of solar [5] energy or the energy of thermal gradient [6], other focus on the conversion 
of the kinetic energy from the human motion to electricity [7]. For these kinetic energy harvesting devices the 
levels of kinetic energy available for energy harvesting are essential for an efficient and functional design. 

While some of the kinetic energy harvesters exploiting human motion rely on the direct force excitation [8], [9], 
many the designs are inertial harvesters, where a relative motion of the proof mass against the frame of the 
harvester is excited by an acceleration of the frame [10]. 

Previous studies [11], [12] showed, that the available energy levels fluctuate considerably during the different 
activities of the energy harvester user. It has been reported, that every-day activities other than walking or running 
usually do not provide high enough magnitudes of the input acceleration for the inertial energy harvesters [13]. 
However, even during the walking the levels of acceleration available for the harvester excitation vary significantly 
for different people [14]. 

Papers published on the topic often work with quite a small sample of measurement subjects, making it difficult 
to generalize the reported results. Some papers [15] report statistics for moderately high number of measurement 
subjects, but they focus on the random activities during a whole day observation. 

Our goal is to focus on one clearly defined activity instead, in order to develop the statistical models for this 
particular activity. In our earlier work [16] we tried to find a linear relationships between a set of observed 
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parameters of the measurement subjects and acceleration waveforms they provided during a series of 
measurements during walking. As such a relationship was not found, this paper focuses instead on the statistical 
modelling of the acceleration in the area of human head, regardless of the people's characteristics. Developed 
statistical models are then used for power output prediction of a linear energy harvester. 

2. Acceleration Measurement Methodology 
Acceleration data in the human head area were measured empirically. During the first stage of measurements a 
single subject (male, 28 years, 183 cm, 71 kg) was measured 40 times in the course of three days and during 
different day times. Second stage comprised of measuring 51 different subjects (Tab. 1), each of them only once. 
A l l the subjects were told to walk at their natural walking speed on the predefined smooth and level path. A MIDE 
Slam stick C wireless datalogger containing a three-axial M E M S accelerometer was firmly attached to the side of 
the subject's head by a tight headband. This accelerometer can measure acceleration levels between +- 16 g with 
the 0.004 g resolution in the frequency range 0-500 Hz with 5% accuracy in all three orthogonal measurement 
axes. 

Parameter Value 
Sex 39 M , 12 F 
Age [years] 24.67±7.56 
Height [cm] 176.96±7.83 
Weight [kg] 73.60±10.39 

Tab. 1 Basic properties of the measurement set 

The fixed sampling rate of 3200 Hz was used during the measurements, and a built-in 100 Hz cut-off filter was 
employed to reduce the high frequency noise. Each of the measurements lasted 90 seconds. The x-axis of the 
measurement roughly corresponded with the vertical axis, y-axis was aligned with the side of the head and z-axis 
was oriented along the approximated lateral axis of the subject's head. 

3. Measured Data Treatment 
The measured data were treated and reduced in order to obtain datasets suitable for further statistical processing. 
The first step of treatments employed the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method, as described in our 
previous work [17] in order to correct for possible misalignments and misplacements of the datalogger on the head 
of testing subjects during different measurement sessions. The method is based on filtering the original dataset to 
obtain only acceleration data on the frequency of interest, and its subsequent rotation in Cartesian space in such a 
way, so that the magnitude of acceleration is maximized in the first orthogonal axis, and minimized in the third 
axis. This way the rotation angles for the original dataset are obtained, allowing for the spatial rotation of the data 
coordinate system so that the acceleration on desired frequency is maximized along the aligned X axis and 
minimized along the aligned Z axis, regardless of the other frequency components. The dominant frequency of 
each measurement was used as the reference frequency, the magnitude of which is to be maximized along the X 
axis by the P C A algorithm. 
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Fig. 1 Example of the acceleration waveforms before and after alignment 



Comparison of the waveforms in the three orthogonal axes before and after alignment (Fig. 1), and histograms of 
the calculated rotation angles (Fig. 2) needed to align the measurement axes with the principal components of the 
acceleration on the reference frequency show that the orientation of the datalogger mostly did not perfectly 
correspond with the principal components of the acceleration. 
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Fig. 2 Distributions of yaw, pitch and roll angles used for data alignment 

This can be accounted to the following possible causes: the need for rotation around the Z measurement axis can 
be caused by a head up or down position during walking or by a misalignment of the datalogger. The necessity of 
a realignment around the direction of the X measurement axis can be caused by the shape of the human skull, by 
a rotation of the head during measurements and also in some cases by different placement of the datalogger during 
the measurement (e.g. on forehead instead on the temple). Corrections needed around Y measurement axis were 
generally marginal and could be attributed to the shape of the skull again. The calculated correction angles also 
support the expectation that the principal components of the acceleration during walking can be found along the 
normals to the transverse, coronal and sagittal planes of the human body (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 Datalogger position with visible measurement axes (blue) and axes aligned to the principal components of the acceleration during 
walking (red) 

After all the measured datasets were aligned in the same manner, each set was transferred into the frequency 
domain by the means of FFT calculation and each axis was reduced to ten frequency-magnitude-initial phase 
triplets with the frequencies falling within the range 0.6 - 10 Hz. Higher frequencies did not provide any 
acceleration levels potentially useful for energy harvesting, and they were therefore omitted completely. Even 



though in the measured dataset the frequencies over circa 3 Hz do not carry as much energy as the dominant 
walking frequencies around 2 Hz, it was decided to keep the whole aforementioned frequency range, because it 
might not be practically feasible for some inertial energy harvester designs to be tuned to work in the lower part 
of the selected spectrum due to e.g. proof mass displacement limitations. It might thus be beneficial to analyse the 
higher frequencies as well, for the sake of future practical energy harvester device development. 

An attempt to statically parse the frequency range into ten static intervals and to find a dominant acceleration peak 
in each interval did not provide reliable results especially in the second half of the spectrum of interest. It was 
therefore decided to adopt an assumption that the dominant peaks contained in the frequency spectra are harmonics 
of the fundamental frequency, which corresponds to the stride frequency of each person. Assuming this, a dynamic 
parsing of the spectra was employed. The frequency range was split into ten intervals, each with a length of one 
fundamental frequency and centred around one assumed harmonic frequency (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 Example of a measured frequency spectra with dynamic parsing into intervals 

Every interval was then searched for its dominant acceleration peak and the corresponding frequency 
independently in each of the three axes. The correlation coefficients were calculated between the dominant 
frequency with highest magnitude (principal frequency) and other obtained frequencies within the spectrum of 
interest in each axis. The results support the expectation that the dominant frequencies found are the harmonics of 
the fundamental stride frequency (Tab. 2 and 3). 

Frequency interval no. Single test subject Multiple test sub ects Frequency interval no. 
X axis Y axis Z axis X axis Y axis Z axis 

1 0.81 0.13 1 0.11 0.16 1 
2 1 1 0.15 1 1 0.68 
3 0.83 0.65 0.79 0.69 0.85 0.97 
4 0.80 0.82 0.35 0.94 0.76 0.82 
5 0.79 0.50 0.87 0.85 0.61 0.90 
6 0.89 0.71 0.33 0.94 0.91 0.87 
7 0.51 0.55 0.80 0.90 0.77 0.90 
8 0.92 0.70 0.40 0.98 0.92 0.91 
9 0.35 0.59 0.66 0.89 0.83 0.88 
10 0.93 0.67 0.65 0.97 0.87 0.89 

Tab. 2 Linear correlation coefficients between the found frequencies in the spectrum and principal frequency of the corresponding axis 

X Y dominant peak frequencies cross-
correlation 

X Z dominant peak frequencies cross-
correlation 

Single subject 0.85 0.94 
Multiple 
subjects 0.90 0.97 

Tab. 3 Cross-correlation coefficients between the principal frequencies in different axes 



The results also suggest, that the dominant frequencies in X and Y axes correspond to the second harmonic 
frequency - the step frequency - and its higher harmonics, which in turn correspond to even harmonics of the 
fundamental stride frequency. The distinct dominant frequencies in the Z axis correspond to the stride frequency 
of each subject and its odd harmonics. The odd harmonics in X and Y and the even harmonics in Z axis are mostly 
diminished. This is visible also from lower correlation coefficients, as the diminished peaks can more easily blend 
with the measurement noise. 

The comparison of the time series recreated from the reduced frequency-domain data, and the original measured 
data shows, that the dominant features of the waveforms are sufficiently preserved (Fig. 5) even after reducing the 
dataset size to the fraction of the original size by saving only ten dominant frequencies and corresponding 
magnitudes and initial phases from the whole measured spectra. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of originally measured time series, and waveforms recreated from the reduced frequency domain data 

The measured data were truncated by a constant during the processing to get rid of the time delay between the 
measurement start and the subject actually starting the activity. The waveforms after the processing were therefore 
misaligned. For that reason also the initial phase shifts obtained from the FFT did not share a common reference 
point. In order to model the data better, all the saved reduced data were realigned. This was done by recalculating 
all the initial phase shifts so that the initial phase of the first harmonic waveform in Z axis is nullified and the other 
phases are shifted accordingly (Fig. 6). The reference frequency for the phase alignment needs to be the lowest 
dominant frequency present in the spectra, as aligning the data to any higher reference frequency does not ensure 
the proper alignment of frequency components lower than the reference. Indeed, all three measurement axes in 
each dataset must be shifted consistently. 
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Fig. 6 Overlay of first ten saved waveforms aligned to the first dominant frequency in Z axis 

The reduced data in frequency domain (Fig. 7) are easy to analyse in order to find their statistical properties. This 
will allow generating acceleration datasets for arbitrarily large model population, which can be exploited for 
predicting and evaluating the average performance of an energy harvesting device for generating electric power 
from human motion. 
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Fig. 7 Reduced data from ten random measurements displayed in frequency domain (left) with the initial phase originally obtained from F F T 
(right top) and wrapped to <- jt,Jt> interval (right bottom) 

4. Statistical processing of the data 
Magnitude and frequency couples are sufficient to recreate the acceleration spectra, which can be used for 
estimating the power output of linear energy harvesting devices using the superposition principle. Nonlinear 
harvester models would however require also the information about the initial phase offset relationships between 
the different frequencies in the spectra, so that a time-domain signal could be credibly reconstructed. This 
information is included in the data obtained by the Fourier transform of the original signal. However, the initial 
phase obtained from FFT is not wrapped to any interval. 

To be able to model whole frequency - magnitude - initial phase triplets for each axis and all ten selected frequency 
ranges, statistical distribution of such quantities has to be determined. It is natural to assume, that both frequency 
and magnitude follow normal distribution. In addition, it can be seen that also the initial phase can be assumed to 
follow a normal distribution. Generally, when wrapped to interval <0,2TT>, which might seem useful for 
reconstructing the time-domain data, the initial phase seems to be uniformly distributed within the whole interval. 
But when obtained from FFT, initial phase is not wrapped to any interval and follows normal distribution. This is 



caused by the fact that normal distribution with variance a behaves like a uniform distribution when wrapped to 
interval with length less than 2*G. Therefore, a simplification to model the initial phase by the uniform distribution 
would be incorrect, because possible correlations could be lost. 

To support the aforementioned assumptions, appropriate statistical tests were deployed. For this reason, let us 
denote 90-dimensional random vector with multivariate normal random distribution by X = [Xt,... ,X90]T, where 
the elements represent frequencies, magnitudes and initial phases of all ten frequency ranges and all three 
orthogonal measurement axes. Sample mean and sample covariance were used to estimate the mean vector and 
the covariance matrix. 

To begin with, it is important to detect and remove outliers from datasets. Such values could negatively affect 
estimation of parameters of normal distribution and therefore the test results. Measured values for each quantity 
were sorted and both tails of probability distributions were searched for repeating deviated measurements within 
all quantities. The deviated measurements correspond with the measurement runs, where the conditions were 
affected by external factors. These factors include other people walking together with the subject, forcing their 
natural speed on the measurement subject; or the subject trying to walk in unnatural style or pace. Such values 
should be removed. 

As a next step, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [18] with the null hypothesis that the sample comes from the normal 
distribution with estimated parameters was used to test, if the normal distribution can be assumed. Then, two 
sampled Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to check, whether the measured and the random number simulated 
samples come from the same distribution. This would indicate, whether the randomly generated samples can be 
used as an approximation of the measured acceleration data in frequency domain. For this purpose, samples of 
normally distributed random numbers with estimated parameters were generated. Then, the null hypothesis that 
the samples are drawn from the same distribution was tested. 

Finally, this approach was validated by using the repeated random sub-sampling validation. Measured data were 
randomly split into training and validation subsets. For each such split, random number simulated samples with 
parameters estimated from training subset were generated and compared to the validation subset by two sampled 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Ratio of non-rejected to all tests was used as a measure of fit for such a validation. 

4.1 Single person measurements 

The first step was to verify the statistical behaviour of single person's samples. As described, one sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed to verify if the samples come from the normal distribution with 
estimated parameters. Resulting p-values are presented in Tab. 4. It can be seen, that the null hypothesis was 
rejected at significance level a = 0.05 only for Freq. 1, Y-axis and Phase 1, Z-axis. The first case was caused by 
the fact that the first harmonic frequency component is diminished in the spectra of X and Y axes, as mentioned 
in previous chapter. Therefore, the obtained values are heavily influenced by the measurement noise. Phase 1, Z-
axis was rejected by the fact that this value was used as the reference initial phase, and therefore nullified. 

The results of two sampled Kolmogorov-Smirnov test were in agreement with one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test. Due to this fact, resulting p-values were omitted. The repeated random sub-sampling validation shows, that 
99.25 % of trials was not rejected. This result does not include rejected trials for Phase 1, Z-axis. 

Based on the validation results and p-values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, the assumption that frequency -
magnitude - initial phase triplets of single person can be approximated by normal distribution is not rejected. 

Single person X axis Y axis Z axis 
Interval No. Frequency Magnitude Phase Frequency Magnitude Phase Frequency Magnitude Phase 
1 0.31 0.80 0.70 0.00 0.55 0.98 0.34 0.44 0.00 
2 0.85 0.60 0.99 0.46 0.35 0.78 0.72 0.80 0.97 
3 0.84 0.64 0.96 0.12 0.51 0.93 0.38 0.83 0.99 
4 0.99 0.35 0.95 0.55 0.97 0.86 0.27 0.53 0.64 
5 0.51 0.90 0.99 0.19 0.56 0.88 0.97 0.97 0.92 
6 0.84 0.74 0.92 0.95 0.90 0.56 0.57 0.74 0.91 
7 0.39 0.27 0.95 0.15 0.95 0.85 0.08 0.59 0.90 
8 0.91 0.86 0.93 0.83 0.12 0.86 0.75 0.06 0.97 
9 0.35 0.38 0.98 0.29 0.97 0.72 0.49 0.76 0.52 
10 0.96 0.89 0.99 0.86 0.08 0.86 0.50 0.14 0.58 

Tab. 4 p-values of one-sampled KS test for the measured data of the single person 



4.2 Multiple people measurements 

After non-rejecting the null hypothesis that the sample of single person comes from the normal distribution, the 
null hypothesis that the samples of multiple people comes from the normal distribution was tested as well. 
Procedure of the evaluation was identical to single person case. 

From 51 measured samples, 6 samples were removed as outliers. Resulted p-values of one sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test are presented in Tab. 5. Based on the results, the null hypothesis was rejected at significance level 
a = 0.05 only for Freq. 1, X-axis and Phase 1, Z-axis. This is caused by the same facts as for the single person 
case. 

The results of two sampled Kolmogorov-Smirnov test were in agreement with one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test. Due to this fact, resulting p-values were omitted. The repeated random sub-sampling validation shows, that 
99.82 % of trials was not rejected. This result does not include rejected trials for Phase 1, Z-axis. 

Based on the validation results and p-values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, the assumption that frequency -
magnitude - initial phase triplets of multiple people can be approximated by normal distribution is not rejected. 

Multiple People X axis Y axis Z axis 
Interval No. Frequency Magnitude Phase Frequency Magnitude Phase Frequency Magnitude Phase 
1 0.04 0.12 0.34 0.57 0.35 0.78 0.53 0.54 0.00 
2 0.68 0.31 0.90 0.64 0.57 0.60 0.17 0.33 0.26 
3 0.63 0.32 0.63 0.54 0.54 1.00 0.41 0.74 0.83 
4 0.98 0.68 0.72 0.93 0.55 0.98 0.54 0.13 0.77 
5 0.75 0.34 0.63 0.27 0.48 1.00 0.43 0.76 0.77 
6 0.76 0.50 0.63 0.77 0.77 0.88 0.72 0.67 0.97 
7 0.86 0.08 0.79 0.36 0.32 0.99 0.89 0.22 0.68 
8 0.71 0.92 0.63 0.91 0.99 1.00 0.96 0.61 0.89 
9 0.78 0.94 0.64 0.48 0.73 0.93 0.94 0.43 0.95 
10 0.96 0.76 0.57 0.59 0.34 0.89 0.96 0.29 0.88 

Tab. 5 p-values of one-sampled KS test for the measured data of multiple people 

4.3 Statistical models 

Based on the results of the statistical processing it can be assumed, that the measured acceleration data can be 
substituted by a modelled dataset. This dataset is entirely described by a normal distribution with the obtained 
mean vector and covariance matrix. Values of both these variables are provided in the Mendeley Data online 
repository (doi: 10.17632/38fn2d6wp3.1) in order to allow their use for further research. 

5. Harvested power predictions 

5.1 Linear Energy harvester Model 

Previous analyses enable us to generate artificial three-axial frequency or time-domain acceleration data that can 
be used for prediction of the energy harvester performance and optimization of its design without the necessity to 
conduct a large number of real-life tests. 

Fig. 8 Single D O F model of inertial energy harvester 

A linear kinetic energy harvester with one degree of freedom and inertial excitation is usually modelled as a spring 
mass damper system (Fig. 8), dynamics of which is described by the 2 n d order differential equation of motion 

Z(t) 

77777777 



mq + (be + bm)q + kq = —mz, 
where m is the proof mass of the harvester, be and bm are the electrical and mechanical damping, respectively; k 
is the stiffness of the mechanical oscillator spring, z is excitation acceleration and q is the displacement of the 

harvester proof mass. Defining the harvester natural frequency A = J— , and its quality factor Q = m ^ , Eq. 
^ tn be+bm 

(1) can be written in the form 

n 
q + — q + fl q = -z, 

where the design variables are the natural frequency of the harvester fl and its quality factor Q. The quality factor 
Q can be written as an inversion of the sum of reciprocal values of mechanical and electrical quality factors. 

(<?« + On) We Qm> 
The mechanical quality is a function of unavoidable mechanical energy losses in the system: 

mil 
Qm=V-

while the electrical quality factor represents the extraction of energy from the oscillating system by the means of 
the electrical damping 

mil 
Qe=lT~ 

In order to maximize the total electrical power dissipated from the system the electrical and mechanical quality of 
the system should be the same, so that 

Qe=Qm 

V 2 

Note that this domain matching [19] ensures maximum electric power dissipation from the system, but not the 
maximum obtainable power on load. The electric power extracted from the system by the electrical damping force 
is defined as 

p(t) = Feq = beq2, 
The proof mass displacement given a harmonic excitation acceleration z = Av • sin(ait) can be calculated as 

9 (0 = 
mA„ 

• sin(ait) = 
i v fl2 

* J ( H ) + H s f ) 
The velocity of the system is then 

sin(ait) 

• (A d q 

q { t ) = Tt = 

A — 
A v fl2 :• COs(oit) 

(fn)2 + Hnfi2 

Combination of Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) leads to the electric power dissipated from the system by each of the harmonic 
acceleration components with given frequency and magnitude: 



Taking into account that be = bm, and substituting — for bm, this equation can be written as 
2Q 

2 M2 m 
p ( t ) = — 5 - ^ —2 - C O S 2 ( ( U t ) (12) 

The steady-state average electric dissipated power of the n-th acceleration component reaches one half of its peak 
power, due to the harmonic waveform: 

lavg 
l ŕ m P(t)dt = — -

co (n)2 

n3 
(1 <tí(n)\2 

+ i -
a)(n) 

(13) 

In the special case of resonance operation, where a> = fl, the equation can be further simplified into the well-
known form [20]. 

A2mQ (Avm)2 

Vav9res 4 f l 8bm 

These formulas are indeed valid for sinusoidal excitation acceleration waveforms, while the anticipated real-life 
excitation is non-sinusoidal. However, the periodicity of the real-life excitation acceleration waveforms allows for 
decomposing the excitation into sinusoidal components. Exploiting the linearity of the presented harvester model, 
superposition principle can then be used to obtain the total average harvested power as a sum of average power 
contributions from each of the non-zero magnitude sinusoidal components of the excitation acceleration. 

% w = Z P < ^ ( n ) ( 1 5 ) 

The following simulation results are therefore obtained as a sum of harvested power contributions from the ten 
dominant frequencies (one from each interval) in given axis of interest. 

5.2 Simulation Results 

Using the statistical models of the acceleration obtained from multiple subjects in the previous chapter as inputs 
for the linear energy harvester that could potentially be used for generating power from human motion gives a fair 
idea about the performance limits of a linear kinetic energy harvester. Figures 9, 10 and 11 depict the power 
harvesting capabilities of generic linear harvesters tuned so that their natural frequency ranges between 1 and 10 
Hz, and their quality factor ranging between 1 and 100. Three orthogonal axes of possible proof mass oscillation, 
aligned with the measurements axes, are investigated separately. The performance evaluation process is presented 
here on the example of the harvester with 1 DOF. The final design of the harvester can however take advantage of 
utilizing multiple degrees of freedom to exploit acceleration of different frequencies in two or more axes by 
utilizing the approach described in this paper iteratively. It should also be noted, that the figures presented show 
the average electric power dissipated from the system, and do not take into the account the ratio of power dissipated 
on the actual electric load and on the impedance of the harvester. A realistic design will also have to take into 
account the physical limitations in the form of maximum possible displacement or achievability of the required 
quality factor of the oscillator. 
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Fig. 9 Mean (a) and median (b) specific power generated in X axis; values of mean and median for optimum Q factor value (c) 

An obvious discrepancy between the median and mean values of average harvested electrical power, as is visible 
on Fig. 10, is caused by the fact that the model acceleration dataset used contains a small number of outlying points 
that noticeably shift the mean value of the harvested power. From the statistical point of view though, these outliers 
have a little significance, as they will be rare in the real set of users as well. It is therefore more feasible to use the 
median value of the average harvested power as a reference for the harvester performance evaluation. 

Fig. 10 Mean (a) and median (b) specific power generated in Y axis; values of mean and median for optimum Q factor value (c) 

Figures 9-11 also show that implementing the highest achievable quality factor is not the preferred approach when 
designing a harvester for exploiting the human motion. Higher quality factor means narrower frequency response 
of the harvester, which limits the power output if the excitation frequency is slightly shifted from the natural 
frequency of the harvester. As the walking frequencies of different people vary, it seems to be more advantageous 
to design a linear harvester with a flatter but broader frequency response, which will work satisfyingly for a larger 
fraction of the potential user population. 
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Fig. 11 Mean (a) and median (b) specific power generated in Z axis; values of mean and median for optimum Q factor value (c) 

The preliminary analysis reveals three exploitable frequency bands providing a median of average harvested 
electrical power over 100 uW contained within the spectra. These bands are centred on frequencies that correspond 
to the most common values of first and third harmonic frequencies in Z axis, and to the second harmonic frequency 
in the X axis. As was shown in the previous chapters, the acceleration in Y axis contains generally lower 
magnitudes on the same frequencies compared to X and Z axes. The simulated harvested power results in Y axis 
are therefore also comparably worse than the other two axes. That makes Y axis less exploitable for energy 
harvesting purposes than the other axes, and as such it will not be included in further analyses. 

The design parameter Q is set in such a way, so that it maximizes the median of average harvested specific power 
for each of the three investigated frequencies. Fig. 12 then shows the histograms and empirical cumulative 
distribution functions of the obtainable specific power for given model population and for selected feasible 
combinations of harvester working axis (only X and Z), its natural frequency, and the Q factor as found above. 
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Fig. 12 Estimated histograms (left) and cumulative density functions (right) of average harvested specific power for 10000 samples model 
population, with harvester tuned to different favourable frequencies in different axes. 

The empirical approximation of the complementary cumulative distribution function (reliability function) depicts 
the least average power that will be harvested for a given percentage of the users from the model population. Each 
of the following figures (Fig. 13-15) show the reliability function results for one static and one variable design 
parameter in a single selected axis. This makes it possible to evaluate the harvester performance in case of one 
design parameter drifting away from its optimal value. That in turn allows setting precision requirements for the 



design parameters, so that the lowest acceptable power is certain to be harvested by given percentage of the user 
population. 

50% of users 66% of users 90% of users 
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Fig. 13 Complementary cumulative distribution functions showing the percentage of model population that will reach at least the given value 
of specific power harvested during the walking, with the harvester working in X axis. Static design parameters are the Q factor 13 (left), and 
the harvester natural frequency 1.78 Hz (right). 
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Fig. 14 Complementary cumulative distribution functions showing the percentage of model population that will reach at least the given value 
of specific power harvested during the walking, with the harvester working in Z axis. Static design parameters are the Q factor 13 (left), and 
the harvester natural frequency 0.88 Hz (right). 
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Fig. 15 Complementary cumulative distribution functions showing the percentage of model population that will reach at least the given value 
of specific power harvested during the walking, with the harvester working in Z axis. Static design parameter is the harvester natural frequency 
2.63 Hz (right). 



6. Discussion 
Simulations indicate, that an inaccuracy in the exact Q factor setting will have less severe effect on the generated 
power, than mistuning the natural frequency of the harvester. It is also clearly visible, that the exploitable frequency 
bands widen with increasing frequency. It will therefore be less demanding to roughly tune the harvester to higher 
natural frequency, then to fine-tune it to the low frequencies. This furthermore allows for more compact designs, 
as higher natural frequencies are associated with smaller displacements of the proof mass if the Q factor is kept 
constant. 

The reachable specific power results seem quite optimistic for the harvester being tuned to work around the 
dominant acceleration frequencies in each working axis. It should be noted, though, that the presented simulation 
results are purely theoretical, and that the real-life harvester will have to deal with technological and spatial 
limitations, as well as with using a non-ideal energy transducer with nonzero inner impedance. A l l these factors 
will introduce additional energy losses into the system. Moreover, theoretically the most promising frequency 
tunings are in practice difficult to exploit by a linear device due to associated large displacements of the oscillating 
proof mass, bringing challenges in a form of a stiffness implementation and an overall size of the device. However, 
exploiting higher frequencies around 3 Hz and more does not result in as high power outputs, as the lower ones. It 
might thus be challenging to cover the power requirements of the intended electronic application solely by 
exploiting the third and higher harmonic frequencies of human walking while keeping the energy harvester 
sufficiently small and lightweight. 

Some of these challenges could possibly be mitigated e.g. by employing an energy harvester with a nonlinear 
stiffness. The statistical models presented in this paper provide a complete information about the acceleration in 
the head area, and as such they can be used for a performance predictions of nonlinear energy harvester designs as 
well. However, the nonlinear harvester analysis and comparison for large datasets would be quite time consuming, 
as the analysis would have to be conducted in the time domain due to unavailability of the superposition principle 
for nonlinear systems. 

Another option is to employ a harvester design, where the proof mass or masses can move in more than one 
direction. Such a design could take advantage of harvesting the kinetic energy from multiple directions, effectively 
increasing the output power, while keeping the device weight within acceptable limits. 

7. Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced the statistical properties and modelling of acceleration data obtained in the area 
of human head during walking at natural speed. These models are then exploited for the feasibility study of a 
human power kinetic energy harvester. The data obtained by measuring acceleration in the head area during 
walking at natural speed first on a single person 40 times and then on 51 different people, each once, were 
processed and reduced in the frequency domain in order to allow for their statistical analysis. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test was deployed to compare the reduced measured samples with the assumed distributions with 
parameters estimated from the measurements. The results indicate, that the frequencies, magnitudes and initial 
phases of the significant acceleration frequency components in all measurement axes follow normal distributions, 
which allowed creating an arbitrarily large set of model data, simulating a large population of potential users of 
the energy harvester. 

A created model dataset was then used for estimating the performance limits of a simple linear energy harvester, 
depending on its natural frequency and quality factor settings. Optimal values of these parameters were defined 
with the merit of maximizing the median of average harvested specific power in the sample population. A worst 
case simulation scenario is presented in a form of the survivor function plots, showing the minimum specific power 
harvestable for given percentage of the population with given harvester design parameters configuration. These 
plots are presented for harvester alignment in two different orthogonal working axes, which were evaluated as 
promising for this purpose. Simulations show that employing the kinetic energy harvesting in the area of human 
head might be a feasible approach, even though the available acceleration levels and the exploitable dominant 
frequencies are quite low, making the harvester design complicated. However, in case of having to power up a 
biomedical implant or other ultra-low power wearable electronic application the kinetic harvester could present a 
viable solution even with very small and lightweight proof mass, as the lowest specific power theoretically 
reachable by at least 50% of the population goes up to 400 pW per gram of oscillating mass in the vertical working 
axis of the harvester. 
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A R T I C L E I N F O A B S T R A C T 

This paper presents a novel design of a nonlinear kinetic energy harvester for very low 
excitation frequencies below 10 Hz. The design is based on a proof mass, rolling in a circu
lar cavity in a Tusi couple configuration. This allows for an unconstrained displacement of 
the proof mass while maintaining the option of keeping the energy transduction element 
engaged during the whole cycle and thus reducing the required number of transduction 
elements. Both the presented model and the fabricated prototype of the device employ 
electromagnetic induction to harvest energy from low frequency and low magnitude vibra
tions that are typically associated with human movements. The prototype demonstrated 
an average power of 5.1 mW from a 1.3 g periodic acceleration waveform at 2.78 Hz. The 
highest simulated normalized power density reaches up to 230 uW/g2/cm3, but this 
depends heavily on the excitation conditions. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Powering up mostly small electronic devices by the means of independent power sources based on energy harvesting 
principle has attracted a growing interest in recent years. Instead of utilizing traditional primary or secondary battery cells, 
or using wiring to supply power directly from the grid or a central power source, there is considerable interest in the 
exploitation of otherwise wasted energy present in the ambient environment of the electronic device. Such energy harvest
ing approaches enable compact and standalone wireless system nodes, reducing the cost and weight associated with wiring, 
and the maintenance costs of periodic battery replacement. 

Depending on the intended application, the available ambient energy sources might include solar, temperature gradient, 
fluid flow, pressure variations or kinetic energy. As the amount of ambient energy is usually limited and the size of the 
energy harvester is constrained, harvesters are being developed mainly for low-power power devices, such as wireless sen
sor nodes for structural health monitoring [1 ] in aerospace or industrial environments [2]. With the increasing prevalence of 
smart electronics for everyday use another widely considered application field is wearable sensors, electronic gadgets, and 
biomedical implants [3,4]. 

Ambient energy in the environment of the human body is sometimes captured by the use of thermoelectric generators 
[5,6] or photovoltaic panels [7], the most common approach lies in exploiting the mechanical energy from human activity. 
Some locations on the human body allow for utilizing direct force excitation and associated deformation [8]. Examples of 
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direct force harvesters include the deformation of shoe soles [9], the bending of the knee whilst walking [10] and even the 
deformation of the ear canal when talking or chewing [11]. Some publications also investigate harvesting the energy from 
the pulsation of arterial vessels or the heart [12]. 

Another option is to utilize an inertial oscillation mechanism excited by mechanical displacements during human activ
ity. This is the preferred approach in locations where direct forces cannot be exploited, such as at the forearm or hip [13]. 

Inertial harvesting mechanisms are commonly used in energy harvesters for industrial applications where numerous lin
ear and nonlinear structures have been demonstrated [14,15]. In the environment of the human body, however, this 
approach bears considerable additional challenges. For example, the characteristics of the human motion differ significantly 
between different locations on the body, different types of activity and, for a given location and activity, even between dif
ferent people [16,17]. In addition, both the frequency and magnitude commonly associated with human activities are very 
low [18,19], and therefore the inertial harvester design becomes quite heavy and bulky in order to satisfy the application 
power requirements. 

However, with the ever decreasing power consumption and increasing efficiency of power-management circuits in mod
ern wearable and biomedical electronic applications, the size of the energy harvesters to power them up is also shrinking 
down, with some of the designs being small enough to actually present a feasible power source solution [20]. 

Common methods of transducing the kinetic energy of the vibrating inertial proof mass into electricity include piezoelec
tric effect, electrostatic conversion, electromagnetic induction, and lately also the triboelectric effect. Piezoelectric transduc
ers are the most commonly used mechanism for harvesting human energy [21-23], regardless of their rather high 
impedance. Electrostatic harvesters [24,25] are popular due to their compatibility with MEMS fabrication processes, but 
their need for a priming voltage drags reduces their practicality. Triboelectric harvesters are gaining popularity in last 
few years, with potential applications including human power [26]. Electromagnetic transducers are quite common in larger 
scale industrial applications, but scaling these down in size to make them suitable for human power harvesting presents a 
technical challenge due to reducing the electromechanical coupling coefficient [27]. Complex energy harvesting approaches, 
such as nonlinear system design [28], frequency up-conversion [29], or parametric resonators [30] are being employed in 
order to improve the performance of the energy harvesters in certain applications. Various designs of human powered iner
tial energy harvesters have been demonstrated including linear trajectory oscillation structures (either suspended [31] or 
free moving with the displacement limited by the use of mechanical bumpers [32,33]), cantilevers with nonlinear frequency 
response, arrays of independent oscillators or rotational harvesters [34], frequency up-conversion mechanisms and chaotic 
motion harvesters [35]. 

However, the excitation by human power is considered unpredictable [36] and only a small fraction of all the kinetic 
energy harvester designs introduced in the last two decades [37-39] are capable of working in the excitation frequency 
range below 10 Hz. In this paper we introduce a novel design of nonlinear energy harvester based on a Tusi couple config
uration designed for very low excitation frequency in the range between 2 and 10 Hz. 

2. Novel mechanism for energy harvesting from low frequency vibrations 

The downside of most mechanisms suitable for low frequency excitation is that they are either large in size in order to 
accommodate the high amplitude proof mass displacements, or they employ mechanical limiters, leading to additional 
mechanical energy losses and physical wear of components. Pendulum harvesters can theoretically have unlimited displace
ment, as the pendulum can rotate around its pivotal point. Implementing the transduction mechanism in the pendulum 
structures with large displacements is challenging and they will either employ multiple transduction elements (e.g., pickup 
coils in electrodynamic harvester) along the path of the proof mass [40], or increase their total weight by using a proof mass 
only as a mechanical energy storage element, which is mechanically linked to a separate energy transducing mechanism 
[41]. 

The Tusi couple configuration enables unlimited displacements and can be designed in such a way, that a single trans
duction element can be used irrespective of the inertial mass position. This allows for reduced cost and complexity of the 
power management electronics whilst slightly increasing the precision required in the mechanical design compared to most 
common energy harvesting devices. 

The proposed mechanism consists of a cylindrical proof mass placed inside a circular cavity in such a way, that only a 
rolling motion of the proof mass along the cavity wall is possible. During the motion every point on the diameter of the 
proof mass travels along hypocycloidal path. This can be described using a Cartesian coordinate system, the origin of 
which lies in the centre of the circular cavity with radius R. The initial position of the proof mass is in the bottom 
of the cavity. 

The position of the centre of the rolling mass C as a function of the angle between the cavity centre and the proof mass 
centre (p (Fig. 1) is then defined by a set of parametric equations: 

xc = {R-r)sm{(p) (1) 

yc = -(R-r)cos((p) (2) 
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Fig. 1. Rolling mass harvester geometry. 

Constants R and r are the radiuses of the cavity and the proof mass, respectively. The position of the point on the rolling 
mass that is initially in contact with the circular cavity and that moves along the hypocycloidal path (blended with the PoC in 
the figure) can be determined from: 

Xhypo = x-c - r • sin (^-^ cp^j (3) 

Vhypo = v c - r • c o s f c l c p ) (4) 

In case of the centre of gravity CoG not being in the geometric centre of the rolling mass C, its position during the proof 
motion mass follows a hypotrochoid, and is given by a set of equations: 

xCoc=xc + dCoC-sm^-y^(p + il/Q) (5) 

yCoG=yc + dcoc-cos(^y^(p + il/0^ (6) 

where dCoc is the distance of the proof mass centre of gravity from the geometrical centre, and i//0 is the initial angle between 
the vertical and the connector of C with CoG. The position of the instantaneous point of contact PoC between the rolling mass 
and the cavity is found from: 

xPoC =Rsm(q>) (7) 

yPoC =-Rcos{(p) (8) 

The Tusi couple is a special case of this setup, where the ratio of the cavity radius to the rolling mass radius is 2:1. In this 
case the hypocycloids created by the points on the outer diameter of the rolling mass blend with the straight lines noting the 
diameter of the cavity (Fig. 2). 

Every point on the diameter of the rolling mass travels through the centre of the cavity twice during each revolution cycle. 
A point of the proof mass currently aligned with the centre of the cavity also has the largest instantaneous velocity in the 
mechanism, making this location advantageous for velocity damper type energy transduction element placement (Fig. 3). 

Since the movement of the proof mass is constrained in such a way that the rolling motion is ensured, the whole system 
has only one remaining degree of freedom and can be treated as such. Its dynamics under base excitation is described by the 
Lagrange's equation of the second kind 

d (dEi,\ dEii d£(, dEp dA 
dt\dq) dq + dq + dq dq ^ ^ 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of hypocycloidal paths of points on the proof mass for different ratios of cavity to proof mass diameter. 
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Fig. 3. Tusi couple as spring mass damper system with 1 DoF. 

The generalized coordinate q in this case denotes the angular position of the proof mass, which is a function of the 
angle q>: 

R (10) 

Time derivatives of the generalized coordinate q are denoted with dots above the variable. The rolling movement of the 
proof mass can be understood as a rotation around a variable axis, which passes through the instantaneous point of contact 
between the proof mass and the frame, perpendicular to the plane of movement. Employing the parallel axis theorem the 
kinetic energy of such a movement is: 

Icoc + m-d2

PoC_CoC)q2 

(11) 

where ICoc denotes the moment of inertia of the proof mass with respect to its centre of gravity, m is the weight of the proof 
mass and dPoC_coc is the distance between the instantaneous point of contact and the proof mass centre of gravity. Depending 
on the mass distribution within the rolling element, the distance between the point of contact PoC and the centre of gravity 
CoG is generally a function of the instantaneous position q: 

dcoC-PoC = 

XCoG-PoC = (XCoG — X-Poc) 

YCOC-POC = (ycoG —ypoc) 

(XCoG-Poc)2 + iyCoC-Pocf (12) 

(13) 

(14) 

In the special case where the centre of gravity is aligned with the centre of the rolling mass, the distance dPoC-coG is 
constant: 

*CoG-PoCcentre 
(15) 
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It is clear that in the general case the dc0c-poc is a function of instantaneous position. Therefore the derivative of the kinetic 

dq energy with respect to position ^ has generally a nonzero value, which needs to be taken into account when modelling the 
general mechanism. 

The potential energy of the system depends on the global orientation of the mechanism, as there are no additional spring 
elements employed. In the intended orientation, where the proof mass moves in the vertical plane, the potential energy 
depends on the height of its centre of gravity, and can be written as: 

Ep = mghcoc (16) 

The instantaneous height can then be found as: 

hcoc = ycociV) -ycociV = 0) (17) 

In the special case of the centre of gravity being in the centre of the rolling mass (dCoc = 0), the Eq. (17) can be written as 

hcoccmm = (R - r)[l - cos(p)] = (R - r) [l - cos ( ^ q ) ] (18) 

The mechanical energy of the energy harvester is being dissipated from the system in a form of unavoidable mechanical 
losses and as an electric energy, part of which is dissipated on the impedance of the transduction mechanism, and other part 
is being delivered to the electric load. The dissipation energy of this system is thus found as a function of mechanical damp
ing b*m and electrical damping b*: 

Ed=\b'q2=\{b'm + K)q2 (19) 

The mechanical damping b*m is affected significantly by the choice of material, and by the manufacturing and assembly 
precision. These losses are summarized in the mechanical quality factor Q_m. 

b'm=!*%^ (20) 

where Q is the natural frequency of the mechanism, which can be calculated in the same manner as for a pendulum, assum
ing small displacements and taking into account the distance between the pivot point and the centre of gravity: 

n = x!—=Jmgd

j

c°c-p°c (2i) 

The electrical damping b* is directly proportional to the squared electromechanical coupling coefficient c and indirectly 
proportional to the total impedance loading Ztotal: 

(22) 
"e 7 

£ total 
In case of using the electromagnetic transducer the coupling coefficient is found as 

where <f> is total magnetic flux through the coil. The total impedance is a sum of the load impedance ZL and the transducer 
inner impedance Z c . 

Ztotal =ZL+ZC (24) 
The inductance of the coreless pickup coil can be neglected, and the assuming the load impedance is resistive, the Eq. (22) 

can therefore be written as: 

dq 
(25) 

E RL+RC 

The excitation of the system Q is caused by the input acceleration, creating a torque acting upon the rolling proof mass: 

Q = m(zx • yCoC_PoC + zy • XCOC-POC) (26) 

where zx and zy are accelerations of the frame in x and y directions, respectively. In this design study, where the centre of 
gravity is aligned with the centre of the rolling element, the final form of the equation of motion (5) obtained by combining 
equations (9)-(26) takes the form: 

hotai'q -0 + {K+ b'Jq + mgr• s i n ^ ^ q ) = -mr(zx • cos^-^qj +zy • s i n ^ - ^ q ) ) (27) 
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This equation is implemented in the simulation model to predict and evaluate the performance of the harvester in differ
ent scenarios. 

3. Harvester design and modelling 

Model based design [42] was employed using CAD and FEM software tools together with the derived analytical model to 
sketch, evaluate and improve the mechanism in terms of the generated power output. Multiple design iteration cycles 
resulted in a variant with 12 permanent magnets arranged in two groups of six, one group on each face of the rolling proof 
mass (Fig. 4). 

The magnetization direction of each two neighbouring magnets is alternated to maximize the electromechanical coupling 
coefficient (Fig. 5). Material properties and magnetic field parameters through the coil volume were analysed in CAD and 
FEM software and used as design parameters in the simulation model. 

Analysis of the magnetic field distribution (Fig. 6), and its rate of change in the proximity of the cavity face for different 
displacement angles (Fig. 7) illustrates the optimum coil position above the centre of the circular cavity, as close as possible 
to the magnet surface plane. The magnets used both in simulations and in fabricated prototype are made of neodymium, iron 
and boron alloy Nd 2 Fei 4 B. 

The pair of coils is located at the optimum position on either side sides of the cavity above its centre. A realistic magnetic 
circuit model can then be developed, taking into account the thickness of the coil wire, the coil fill factor and the number of 
turns used. The magnetic flux through each of the coil turns is calculated separately and summed to give the total magnetic 
flux through the coil. This approach prevents the magnetic circuit model from overestimating the induced voltage due to 
incorrectly estimated magnetic flux change ratio. 

The calculated total magnetic flux through the designed coil volume dependency on the proof mass position follows a 
sinusoidal waveform (Fig. 8). Knowing the magnetic flux change ratio through the volume of space occupied by the coil also 
allows for future optimization of coil parameters in order to maximize the power output delivered to the electric load. 

Fig. 4. Design of the energy harvester based on Tusi couple. 

-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 

Fig. 5. Magnetic field distribution 0.5 mm above the magnets surface in the default mechanism position. Cavity and rolling mass diameters in red. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. Effective magnetic flux density 0.5 mm above the magnets surface during a simulated motion of the mechanism with constant speed in limit 
displacement angles ± | (left), ± j (middle), and ±71 (right). Cavity diameter in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Effective magnetic flux density rate of change in the cavity area 0.5 mm above the magnets surface during the mechanism motion. Limit 
displacement angles ± | (left), ± j (middle), and ±71 (right). Cavity diameter in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 8. Total magnetic flux through the coil and its rate of change as a function of proof mass position. 

4. Prototype fabrication 

A prototype of the harvester (Fig. 9) was manufactured using conventional manufacturing methods. The frame of the har
vester was manufactured from non-magnetic and electrically non-conductive materials to prevent the induction of eddy cur
rents in the frame and related energy losses. The pair of cylindrical coreless coils was wound manually using insulated 
copper wire of 50 pm diameter. The contact surfaces of the proof mass and the frame were roughened to promote the rolling 
motion without sliding. The leading slots for the pegs that prevent a free movement of the proof mass inside the cavity are 
milled into covering lids made of low friction plastic material PE 1000 to minimize mechanical losses in the mechanism. The 
measured and estimated parameters of the harvester prototype are summarized in Table 1. In order to enable reliable man
ufacture, the initial harvester design was scaled up in size by a factor of 2. 
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Fig. 9. Prototype of the Tusi couple harvester. 

Table 1 
Fabricated harvester prototype data. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Total dimensions 50 x 50 x 20 mm 
Total weight 56.3 g 
Frame material POM C -
Frame cavity radius 40 mm 
Covering lids material PE 1000 -
Rolling body material Steel -
Rolling body radius 20 mm 
Rolling body weight 12.8 g 
Number of magnets 12 -
Magnets material Nd 2 Fe 1 4 B N42 -
Magnets dimensions 010 x 2 mm 
Magnets weight 1.1 g 
Total proof mass weight 26 g 
Total proof mass moment of inertia l c o c (CAD) 2.48e-6 kg.m 2 

Effective coupling coefficient (FEM) 0.20 Wb/rad 
Coil wire diameter 50 jim 
Coil outer radius 16 mm 
Coil inner radius 6 mm 
Coil height 3 mm 
Coil turns 2000 -
Coil resistance 2 kn 
Resistive load 2 kn 
Mechanical quality factor 3.5 -

5. Experimental analysis 

The assembled prototype was tested on a linear drive, oscillating in the horizontal plane with a range of dominant fre
quencies and magnitudes of acceleration. The linear drive used was not capable of delivering a harmonic excitation accel
eration, thus the data presented are obtained from excitation with multiple frequency components. The acceleration data 
during the measurements were captured using a SlamStick C wireless datalogger containing a three axial accelerometer cap
able of measuring acceleration frequencies in the range of 0-500 Hz and magnitudes between ±16 g. 

The voltage on a 2 kQ resistive load was recorded for 15 measurements, each with different excitation parameters as 
shown in Table 2. The load was selected based on empirical results, obtained by exciting the harvester in non-controlled 
environment. 

The measured RMS voltage and power on the load exhibit a good agreement with the simulation results obtained by feed
ing the recorded acceleration to the model (Fig. 10), considering the manufacturing precision of the prototype and measure
ment uncertainties. Discrepancy over 10% between the measured and simulated performance was found only in two 
measurements, which is considered satisfactory. 

A comparison of the time domain waveforms measured and simulated also shows a good agreement between the mea
surement and the simulation (Fig. 11). The higher noise present on the simulated voltage waveforms is due to the numerical 
derivative used to model the change in total magnetic flux through the coil. 
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Table 2 
Measured and simulated performance comparison. 

Measurement 
No. 

Acceleration frequency 
[Hz] 

Acceleration 
magnitude [g] 

Measured RMS voltage 
[V] 

Simulated RMS voltage 
[V] 

Difference 
[V] 

Difference 
[%] 

1 2.88 0.15 0.60 0.66 -0.06 10.41 
2 5.00 0.34 1.04 1.02 0.02 2.01 
3 1.34 0.73 1.05 0.96 0.09 8.65 
4 2.00 0.49 1.09 0.98 0.11 10.25 
5 1.51 0.52 1.23 1.11 0.12 9.40 
6 2.50 0.48 1.33 1.33 0.00 0.04 
7 5.57 0.48 1.38 1.33 0.05 3.87 
8 2.00 0.98 1.65 1.66 -0.01 0.34 
9 4.16 0.45 1.81 1.65 0.16 8.75 
10 4.16 0.65 2.02 2.20 -0.18 8.92 
11 3.85 0.50 2.03 1.94 0.09 4.45 
12 4.17 0.61 2.14 2.21 -0.07 3.24 
13 3.33 0.93 2.53 2.71 -0.19 7.48 
14 2.94 0.89 2.63 2.84 -0.20 7.62 
15 2.78 1.30 3.22 3.02 0.20 6.30 

Bold denote the column used for sorting the measurements in rising value order. 

1.5 

1 

-

— * — measurement 
—s—simulation 

-

0.5 1 1 1 1 

0 5 10 15 
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Fig. 10. Fit of the simulation data with the experiment. 

simulation experiment 
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Fig. 11. Time domain voltage waveforms simulation and experiment comparison. 

The power delivered to the resistive load for the different excitation parameters is shown in Fig. 12. This indicates a max

imum experimentally measured power of 5.2 mW RMS, which is in excellent agreement with the simulated values. 
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Fig. 12. Average power on load - experiment and simulation fit. 

6. Harvester performance evaluation 

To enable comparison of the Tusi couple configuration harvester with other designs, normalized power density metrics 
[43] together with maximum power output is used. Considering the presented prototype dimensions 50x50x20 mm and the 
simulated voltage output on 2 kft resistive load, the simulated NPD of the harvester reaches values up to 230 pW/g 2 /cm 3 

depending on the frequency of harmonic excitation acceleration and the degree of nonlinear behaviour (Fig. 13). A compar
ison with other harvesters working below 10 Hz is shown in Table 3. This shows the Tusi couple design is outperforming all 
comparable harvesters with a single exception, which is, however, working at almost twice the frequency. 

In this case the simulated peak NPD falls with increasing harmonic acceleration magnitude, which is due to the increasing 
degree of nonlinear behaviour. The NPD is not the optimal performance metric, but as it is at the moment the most widely 
used metric, it allows for a rough comparison of the different energy harvesters, and information necessary for calculating 
some other figures of merit [44-46] are rarely available. 

Simulated voltage and power output for different resistive loads under a constant acceleration magnitude 0.6 g show a 
rising RMS voltage on the load with increasing resistance (Fig. 14). In terms of power output, the optimal load [52] for 
the harmonic excitation was found to be between 2 kft and 5 kft depending on the harmonic excitation frequency (Fig. 15). 

7. Discussion and further research directions 

The simulated power outputs demonstrate the significant potential of this harvester design for use in human power 
energy harvesting and other very low frequency applications. Harvesters based on the Tusi couple could also present a viable 

ir. 2 

/ s v 
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Fig. 13. Simulated performance of the harvester prototype under different harmonic excitation conditions. 
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Table 3 
Comparison of low frequency harvesters performance. 

Reference Size [mm] Frequency [Hz] Acceleration [g] Power output [uW] NPD [uW/cm 3 /g 2 ] 

[47] 20 x 45 x ? 2 0.4 40 ? 
[48] 017 x 55 2 0.5 300 96 
[49] 0 12 x 80 6 0.5 4840 2140 
[50] 34 x 34 x 18 8 0.5 430 83 
[51] 54 x 46 x 15 9.25 0.5 550 59 
This work 50 x 50 x 20 3.45 0.4 1400 178 

Question marks denote information unavailable from the literature. 
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Fig. 15. Optimal resistive loads for different harmonic excitation frequencies. 

alternative to current microgenerators used in wristwatches. The energy transduction method is not limited to electromag
netic induction, a similar device could be designed that uses a piezoelectric transducer that could be excited by a variable 
magnetic force between a magnet, fixed on the piezoelectric transducer, and the magnets on the moving proof mass. The 
transducing elements excitation principle would then be quite similar to the magnetically plucked [53] harvesting devices 
presented in [54,55]. 

The main challenge of the mechanism presented lies in the precision required during assembly, which is necessary to 
ensure the rolling motion of the proof mass without sliding or sticking during operation. 

Material selection is another crucial point, as the contact surfaces between the frame and the rolling mass need to pro
mote the rolling motion without sliding, while the material of the covering lids with the leading slots should be selected so 
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that lowest possible friction between the proof mass and the lids is achieved. Use of electrically conductive materials for the 
frame and covering lids structures is not feasible for the presented design due to the eddy currents induction, which would 
increase the energy losses in the system. However, if the magnetic circuit is reworked so that the magnetic field does extend 
through the covering lids, the use of metals might be advantageous. 

The resulting mechanical damping of the system is affected both by the assembly design and precision, and by the mate
rial selection. The future design optimization should include minimizing the mechanical damping, as this will improve the 
overall harvester performance. 

The natural frequency of the device can be changed without changing the main dimensions by changing the weight and 
its distribution in the proof mass, as this wil l alter the generalized mass (moment of inertia). Changing the weight of the 
proof mass will , however, inevitably alter also the stiffness of the system. Unlike standard devices with mechanic or mag
netic springs, the natural frequency cannot be changed by simply adjusting the spring stiffness. Fine tuning of the system 
is therefore complicated and requires redesign of at least one part to adapt the device for different working frequency range. 

An asymmetric configuration of the magnets or proof mass weight distribution could be feasible in some applications. The 
resulting shift of the proof mass centre of gravity position away from the geometric centre of the proof mass would result in a 
different excitation torque from the same excitation acceleration, compared to the symmetric version. In that case, however, 
the motion equation becomes more complicated as it needs to account for the effects connected to the varying distance 
between the centre of gravity and point of contact between the proof mass and the frame. 

Another possible future modification is a design with additional stationary magnets fixed on the frame. Depending on 
their number, orientation, and positioning, they would affect one or both of the equilibrium positions and the stiffness char
acteristics of the device. This approach could be beneficial especially in case where mainly vertical compound of the accel
eration is to be harvested and there is no acceleration in the horizontal plane present to excite the harvester from the default 
equilibrium position, where it is insensitive to the excitation in the vertical direction. This modification, however, puts more 
practical demands on the contact between the proof mass and the frame cavity, as the magnetic forces might cause the proof 
mass to slide in order to align the magnetic fields of the stator and the rotor. A solution for this configuration might be in 
using geared contact but this would have implications on mechanical friction. It is a matter of further study, whether the 
increased mechanical losses caused by this would be overweighed by an increase in the harvester performance in given 
application. 

8. Conclusions 

In this paper a new design of kinetic, inertial 1DOF energy harvester for human power and other very low frequency envi
ronments is presented. The design is based on the Tusi couple, where the cylindrical proof mass rolls in a circular cavity with 
specified diameter ratio. This configuration allows for exploiting the acceleration inputs from multiple directions, and for an 
efficient design of the energy transducer itself. The proof mass follows an unrestricted full circular path, which is advanta
geous for low frequency oscillations, where a path of finite length would lead to either a bulky device, or energy losses due to 
the proof mass hitting the bumpers at the limits of the path. 

A model of the device is built using the derived analytical equation of motion together with CAD and FEM modelling for 
the design parameters and magnetic field properties. Its performance is compared to the values, measured with the in-house 
fabricated prototype of the device. A theoretical performance analysis of the verified model is then presented, showing the 
excellent performance of the design in low frequency excitation environment. 

The results of experiments conducted and simulations run on the validated model of the harvester clearly demonstrate 
the feasibility of the proposed energy harvester design for a low frequency environment, and its superior performance over 
other comparable designs both in terms of generated power, and normalized power density. 
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Abstract. Usefu l electric power dissipated in the load of kinetic energy harvest

ers depends among other factors on the electromechanical coupl ing coefficient 

and the ratio of the harvester inner impedance and the load impedance. Improving 

the performance o f an electromagnetic harvester is therefore possible by max im

iz ing the electromechanical coupl ing by opt imiz ing the magnetic circuit design, 

including the p ick-up coi l placement, size and shape. A t the same time the im

pedance of the coi l needs to be considered and an optimal electric load must be 

used in order to maximize the useful power. Th is paper presents a coi l optimiza

tion algorithm for conditions of known magnetic f ield and its change in the space 

exploitable by the co i l . T h e algorithm is based on the greedy search approach 

with the useful power on load as a cost function to be maximized. It also ensures 

an optimal and realistic load to be used. 

Keywords: Energy Harvesting • C o i l Opt imizat ion • Greedy Search • Coup l ing 

Coeff icient • Mechan ica l Vibrations. 

1 Introduction 

The design of energy harvesters exploiting the kinetic energy of vibrations or shocks 
from the environment is a quite well researched topic, which has been discussed in 
literature numerous times [1-3]. However, in many cases simplifications are being used 
in order to speed up the design process, which might negatively affect the performance 
of the final device. A typical example of this can be seen in assuming a uniform mag
netic field and its rate of change through all the turns of the pick-up coil in the electro
magnetic energy harvesters [4]. In larger harvesting devices this might be close to real
ity, as the permanent magnets used can be quite large, and the coils can be smaller than 
the magnets. In small scale harvesters however this is often not the case, as the place 
for magnets and coil positioning is very limited [5]. Since the time variation of the 
magnetic flux through the coil turns during the harvester operation then might be non
uniform as well, the simplified models tend to overestimate the real performance [6]. 

For that reason it is necessary to investigate the magnetic field distribution within 
the space that can be occupied by the coil. The coil itself then should be optimized in 
such a way, so that it provides a high electromechanical coupling while keeping its own 
inner impedance as low as possible. 



2 Linear Electromagnetic Harvester Model 

A linear kinetic energy harvester using Faraday' s law of induction to convert the kinetic 
energy of vibrations into electricity is typically an oscillating mechanical system with 
a single degree of freedom and inertial excitation (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Spring mass damper model of an energy harvester with 1 DOF 

The motion of the harvester is described by the 2 n d order differential equation: 

mq + (be + bm)q + kq = -mz (1) 
where m is the weight of the proof mass, be and bm denote the electrical and mechanical 
damping, respectively; k is the stiffness, z is the excitation acceleration of the frame 
and q is the displacement of the proof mass. If the coil inductance can be considered 
negligible, the electrical damping is defined as 

K = (2) 

where RC is the coil resistance, RL is the load resistance and c is the electromechanical 
coupling factor given by the rate of change of the magnetic flux 0 

dB 

dq 

d0 „ C = — = S • 
dq 

(3) 

assuming that the coil area S is constant and the magnetic flux density component B, 
perpendicular to the coil area is dependent on the position of the mechanism. The elec
trical damping force 

(4) 

caused by the electromagnetic damping extracts the electrical energy from the system. 
The displacement of the proof mass of the harvester excited by a harmonic acceleration 
with an amplitude Av can be found as 

q(t) = : • sin(ait) (5) 
(~)2 

\o a) 



where £1 is the natural frequency of the harvester, oo is the frequency of harmonic exci
tation acceleration and Q is the quality factor of the mechanism 

Q = — (6) 
V be+bm

 V ' 
Average electrical power on the load RL is then: 

p = 1 ft g 2 - R l =
 b* - (fSg) (7) 

«* 2 ^ « ^ 2 (^)2

+(1-[^]2)2 ^ 

where qA denotes the amplitude of proof mass velocity. In the resonance operation of 
the harvester, where a) = CI, equation (7) can be simplified and combined with (2) to 

p _ gfO ĝA) RL _ ( CAVQ \ 2 RL M  

AV9 2 RL+RC WRL+RC)J 2 W 

It was shown in multiple publications [7-9] that in order to achieve the maximum elec
tric power on the load in resonance operation, the load impedance should be set to 

RL=f + RC (9) 

In that case equations (8) and (9) can be combined into the final form 

(Avjnf_ 
Va*B 8 b m C 2 + R c b m ^ 

In this paper however, the equation (8) is being used as the cost function for the opti
mization algorithm, as it allows for setting a non-optimal electrical loading, which 
might be beneficial in some scenarios. 

3 Model of Magnetic Field in the Coil Area 

Once the basic design of the harvester is decided and its parameters are known, the 
magnetic field is modelled in F E M software in order to obtain the magnetic field dis
tribution in the coil area. In this paper a harvester with twelve permanent magnets 
placed on the two opposite faces of a cylindrical proof mass (Fig. 2) is analyzed. The 
orientation of the magnets is alternating so that each two neighboring magnets have the 
opposite pole facing the same direction. A single pick-up coil is to be placed above 
each face of the proof mass in such a way, that the center of the coil is aligned with the 
circle created by the centers of magnets fixed on the proof mass. The proof mass is 
designed to rotate around its axis, creating an alternating magnetic field through the 
coils. 



Fig. 2. Magnetic field around the proof mass with 12 magnets 

The dimensions and constrains of the harvester investigated are summarized in Tab. 1. 
The minimal possible distance of the coil from the faces of the magnets is set to 0.5 mm 
to prevent any mechanical contact and possible damage to the coil. The coil is intended 
to be cylindrical with the same number of turns in each layer. The coil fill factor is set 
to 2/3, as a manually wound coil is envisioned to be used for prototype design verifica
tion. Minimum and maximum coil diameters are set based on the space limitations and 
intended coil winding technology constraints. 

Parameter Value Unit 
Magnets diameter 10 mm 
Proof mass diameter 20 mm 
Coil radius range 2-30 mm 
Coil Height range 0.05-4.5 mm 
Coil wire diameter 50 pm 
Coil wire resistivity 1.68e-8 Om 
Coil fi l l factor 2/3 -

Tab. 1. Harvester design parameters 

For each of the turns of the coil the average magnetic flux rate of the change through 
the turn during the motion of the mechanism and the impedance of the turn were calcu
lated independently (Fig. 3). These data were then fed as inputs to the calculation of the 
cost function value. 
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F i g . 3. Normal ized magnetic f lux rate of change through a single coi l turn with given radius 

and distance f rom magnets (left) and normalized resistance of a single coi l turn (right) 

4 Coil Optimization Algorithm 

The algorithm used for optimization of the coil shape is based on the greedy search 
algorithm, finding the locally optimal step in each iteration of the search. The cost func
tion for finding the local optimum is defined as the electric power dissipated in the load, 
assuming that the load is optimal for reaching optimal electrical and mechanical damp
ing ratio. It should be noted, that the total cost function value cannot be simply obtained 
by summing the values of cost function for each separate coil turn due to the square 
dependencies on the coupling c in the power calculation formula (8). 

In the first step the algorithm searches for the starting point by evaluating the cost 
function of every single coil turn in the usable area separately. The highest found value 
is used as the initial point - the first turn of the coil, placed so that it yields the highest 
possible power on the optimized load. Every next step then consists of the coil being 
expanded either in the horizontal direction - towards the coil center or outwards; or in 
the vertical direction - further away from the magnets or closer to them. The cost func
tion values are always calculated for all the possible advances and they are compared 
with the current value. The expansion direction with the highest positive increase in the 
cost function is chosen and the algorithm continues with the next iteration starting from 
this new coil configuration. The algorithm stops when there is no possible way to ex
tend the coil horizontally or vertically, that would increase the absolute power dissi
pated on load. 

The algorithm is built in such a way, that during the coil expansion it always expands 
whole row or column in order to keep the coil cylindrical and with the uniform distri
bution of the wires in each layer. 



5 Results and Discussion 

Figure 4 shows the results from the coil optimization in few different scenarios. In the 
first run, the coil was optimized with the assumption that an optimal load for each iter
ation of the algorithm will be used, as long as the requested optimal load has realistic 
value, e.g. it is not negative. Even though it is mostly more feasible to change the load 
impedance than to redesign the coil, in some cases it might be not possible to adjust the 
load as needed. For that reason several runs were tried to find the optimal coil config
urations for given examples of fixed load impedance values of 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 
10000 Ohms and fixed harvester parameters and excitation conditions. 
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F i g . 4. Boundaries of coils optimized for different loads 

Comparison of the total normalized average power on the load is visible on Fig. 5 show, 
that coil optimized for the optimal load yields the best performance as is expected, even 
though the ratio of power on load to total power dissipated (Fig. 6) might not be the 
highest. 
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It is a matter of further consideration, whether the selected algorithm finds the optimal 
solution in all possible design configurations of various harvesters, as it is obviously 
searching for a locally best solution only. More complicated patterns of magnetic field 
could thus potentially yield solution far from optimal. However, for the given configu
ration the results obtained are found satisfactory and well in agreement with the intui
tive expectations. 
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6 Conclusions 

This paper proposes a simple to implement optimization algorithm for the coil design 
of electromagnetic energy harvesters. The optimization is based on computationally 
inexpensive greedy search method, maximizing the power on the load of the harvester 
for given working conditions. The algorithm was tested on the model of a generic linear 
energy harvester with a given geometry and properties of the magnetic circuit obtained 
from a F E M simulation. The results show different optimal coil parameters to maximize 
the harvester performance for different electric loads, which can be useful if for some 
reason the load of the harvester is not adjustable. Presented implementation of the al
gorithm takes into account the dynamic feedback of the electrical loading to the oscil
lating system. The results shown are obtained using the assumption that the linear har
vester is working in the resonance operation, which might not be always the case. In 
non-resonance operation also the value of optimal load would be generally different 
from the special case mentioned in this paper. 

For more general approach one might consider formulating a simplified cost func
tion that will maximize just the ratio of squared coupling coefficient to the coil re
sistance regardless of the electrical load. This approach yields the same results with the 
optimal load, as is apparent from a comparison of equations (8) and (10), but in case of 
different loading, the coil design obtained might not be the best possible solution. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the experimental performance evaluation 
of the prototype of a novel inertial energy harvester based on Tusi couple 
mechanism. The harvester was developed as an autonomous power source 
for environments with very low frequency and magnitude of mechanical 
vibrations available. The experiments were conducted using human body 
during different activities as a source of mechanical excitation, with the 
prospect of using the harvester for powering up future wearable electronic 
devices. Four different locations on a single measurement specimen were 
picked for the harvester placement - back of the head, belt, wrist and 
ankle. Measurements in each location comprised of walking on a straight 
and level path at natural speed, walking up and down the stairs, jumping, 
running, and location-specific activities that were expected to provide 
significant output power. The measured average output power of the 
device with dimensions 50x50x20 mm on empirically selected 2 kQ 
electrical load reached up to 6.5 mW, obtained with the device attached to 
the ankle while shaking the leg. 

1 Introduction 

Converting the energy of human motion into electricity has been gaining a significant 
interest in past few decades thanks to its obvious exploitability in biomedical and low 
power wearable electronic applications. Various designs of energy harvesters have been 
presented, utilizing mostly piezoelectric effect [1, 2]; electromagnetic induction [3, 4]; or 
hybrid approaches [5] to convert the mechanical energy into electricity. Recent works also 
report utilizing a triboelectric effect [6] or electrochemically driven harvesters [7] for the 
same goal. The size of devices ranges from large devices integrated into a backpacks or 
special braces [8, 9], through harvesters small enough to be implemented into apparel or 
wearable devices [10], to implantable M E M S energy harvesters, meant for powering up 
biomedical implants [11]. The harvester presented in this paper with its dimensions 
50x50x20mm falls into the larger devices category, attachable externally to various parts of 
human body, or into dedicated pockets in smart clothing products, as close to the intended 
application as possible. 
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2 Harvester design 

The harvester (Fig. 1) comprises of a rolling proof mass with 6 permanent magnets fixed to 
each face of the rolling mass. Movement of the proof mass with 1 dof in the circular cavity 
of double the diameter of the proof mass causes the magnets to pass in front of the pick-up 
coils, placed above the centre of the cavity. The neighbouring magnets are fixed to the 
rolling mass with alternating magnetization direction to maximize the magnetic flux change 
during the motion. 

Fig. 1. Tusi couple energy harvester prototype design and main dimensions. 

The movement of the proof mass is described by the Lagrange equation of second kind, 
using q as generalized coordinate: 

d/dt(dEk/dq) - dEk/dq + dEt/dq + dEp/dq = -dA/dq = -Q (1) 

After a series of mathematical operations the final form of this equation, valid for this 
design of the harvester where the proof mass centre of gravity is aligned with its 
geometrical centre, can be derived as: 

Itotaiq - 0 + (be*+bm*)-q + mgrsin[qr/(R-r)] = 

= -mr{zx cos[qr/(R-r)] + zysin[qr/(R-r)]} (2) 

Where hotai the moment of inertia of the proof mass with respect to instantaneous axis of 
rotation, bm* denotes mechanical damping, m is total weight of the proof mass, R is radius 
of the cavity, and r is radius of the proof mass disc. zx and z y denote excitation acceleration 
in two perpendicular directions in the working plane of the harvester. The useful electrical 
energy is dissipated on electric load RL, which contributes to the electrical damping of the 
system b*, together with the resistance of the pick-up coils connected in series Rc. 

be* = (d&/dq)2 / (RL + Rc) (3) 

The RMS value of magnetic flux change with respect to the displacement of the harvester 
d<P/dq reaches 0.2 Wb/rad for the evaluated magnetic circuit design. 



3 Experimental setup and methodology 

The experiment was conducted with the harvester device fixed on a testing rig together with 
a three-axial accelerometer to log the acceleration in both working axes of the harvester. A 
single test subject (male, 183 cm, 75 kg) was then performing a series of activities with the 
harvester mounted on different locations on the body, which were empirically deemed 
feasible for potential harvester placement (Fig. 2). The locations selected were back of the 
head, belt, wrist and ankle. Each of the measurement runs lasted 300 s, with six to seven 
different actions being performed during two runs in each harvester placement. The first 
measurement in each placement consisted solely of the subject walking at natural speed on 
level surface inside a building, second measurement contained placement-specific 
activities. The recorded activities common for all the harvester placements were running, 
going up and down the stairs, and jumping. The location specific activities included 
nodding and shaking the head, jumping jacks, different walking style patterns or shaking 
the limbs violently. 

Fig. 2. Measurement setup and the harvester with datalogger in three out of four measured locations. 

The harvested power was measured on 2 kQ electrical load, and recorded using NI-9234 
card. Since the peaks of generated voltage on load reached beyond the card ±5 V limits, a 
voltage divider was employed and the recorded voltages were then recalculated to obtain 
the power dissipated on the full load. 

4 Results 

The acceleration measurements were exploited to identify the different recorded activities 
in the second set of measurements (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the FFT was calculated for each 
activity and placement, and the dominant acceleration peak in both working directions of 
the harvester was noted for future analyses. The recorded voltage waveforms on the 2 kQ 
electrical load (Fig. 4) were used to calculate the RMS values of voltage and average 
electrical power dissipated on load (Tab. 1). 
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Fig . 3. Voltage on load and acceleration in the relevant axes with harvester placement on head during 
the second measurement set. 
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Fig . 4. Generated voltage on load during normal walking in all measured harvester placements. 



Table 1. RMS values of voltage and average power on load for different placements and activities. 

Harvester 
Placement Activity RMS Voltage 

on load [V] 
Average Power 
on load [uW] 

Head Walking 0.34 56 
Walking down the stairs 0.24 29 
Walking up the stairs 0.36 66 
Running 0.5 122 
Jumping 0.4 81 
Nodding 0.11 6 
Shaking head 1.35 905 

Belt Walking 0.55 150 
Walking down the stairs 0.75 277 
Walking up the stairs 0.49 120 
Running 2.32 2669 
Jumping 1.9 1779 
Jumping jacks 1.77 1542 

Wrist Walking 0.49 120 
Walking down the stairs 1.01 502 
Walking up the stairs 0.54 147 
Running 1.08 582 
Jumping 1.4 970 
Shaking hand 2.23 2473 
Walking with hand hitting 
body 1.24 756 

Ankle Walking 1.7 1423 
Walking down the stairs 2.09 2172 
Walking up the stairs 1.66 1367 
Running 1.73 1481 
Jumping 2.36 2752 
Shaking leg 3.62 6501 
Rocking on heels 1.14 643 

The results demonstrate, that depending on the placement, this harvester prototype can be 
used to power up some of the low-power wearable or implantable electronic applications, at 
least during the time of the user activity. Taking into account the 0.87 hours of average time 
per day that is spent by walking or exploitable activities [12], the average power available 
through the whole 24 hours of the day ranges between 2 uW for the head placement (worst 
case) and 52 uW for the ankle placement (best case). 

5 Conclusions 

The paper presented an experimental performance evaluation of a novel design of 
electromagnetic energy harvester developed for human power harvesting. The harvester 
was tested in real-life conditions, mounted on different locations on testing subject, 
performing different activities ranging from walking to violent limbs shaking. The 
harvester was attached in the measurements locations together with a 3-axis acceleration 
datalogger in order to record the input acceleration data for possible future design 



optimization. Average power on load harvested during the normal walking varied between 
56 uW for the harvester placed on the back on the head, and 1.4 mW for the device attached 
on the ankle. The results indicate that, assuming a reasonably active behaviour of the user, 
the device could provide a feasible alternative power source for modern low-power health 
sensors and wearable electronics; such as wristwatches, temperature or humidity sensors, 
accelerometers or pressure sensors. Furthermore, optimization of the harvester design for 
the conditions in particular locations could increase the output power levels beyond the 
current results. 

This work is an output of research and scientific activities of NETME Centre, supported through 
project NETME CENTRE PLUS (LO1202) by financial means from the Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sports in Czech Republic under the „National Sustainability Programme I". 
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